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Downtown diversity
Exploring SJ’s
ethnic art scene
Bs Nlichelle Lau
sulf with,
At ill Si glaii«, downtown San Jose’s
main .titi intim is are the purple-hued Chilth(n’s I )1,4 All \ ’Museum, the San Jose Art
\ 111411111 ii nIthe Tech Museum.
Ire\ oi al these Ix gm Liar ti (twist attract His. tit Milli Asti is 11()1111.’ to the heart of SilO
’s .111 ist i«Aploration and a cenei It it the expression ofvarious cultures.

According to a fall ’93 campus profile
survey conducted by sociology professor
David As with. the ethnic breakdown of
SJSU studeitts is: 6 percent African-American, 10 percent Hispanicaatino,
24 percent Asian-American, 3
percent Pacific Islander and 1
iwrcent American Indian.
With this kind of statistical
breakdown, the downtown Redevelopment Agency has toned the
need to create outlets for sue
(lents, faculty, stall and (It *silt ossi I
citizens to understand who they are and
where they come limn.
Professor of Mexi( an \ mei ii tit studies
Maria ()rtiz said that Its lea’ thug culture, a

11101C iii a %%hole pet son.
"You can’t be lulls educated without
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An estimated 2,000 students need
to fulfill advisement requirement

1,1 (
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By Jack Bunting
pads SIA
Because of an Academic Senate policy passed last year, at least
2,000 SJSU students may be prevented from registering for fall
classes.
An estimated 1,000 students
used Advising Day, April IS, to
meet with academic advisers.
According to the policy, students must be advised before
their third semester if they
were admitted to SIR’ since fall
1993.
Classes were canceled campus-wide to allow an estimated
3,000 students to meet the
requirement.
Holds will start appearing
June 3 on the academic records
of students admitted since fall
1993 who have not met with
their academic advisers. Radisch
said.
Official low student turnout
numbers may he misleading.

Radisch said, because Admissions and Records is not sure all
departments have put advising
attendance numbers into the
computer tally.
University Admissions and
Records employees will be
checking weekly for results from
department offices.
Radisch said although she
noticed a considerable number
of students on campus for counseling, "it was easy to find parking that day."
"I spent the day in Santa
Cruz," theatre arts major Mark
Carey said. "Classes being canceled was too tempting for me.
I’ll meet with my adviser by the
time I have to.
Admissions and Records
employees will start notifying students when they need to visit
their advisers. The responsibility
for notification was, until now,
given to each academic department.

SJSU sells bricks
to fund fountain
Profits used to repair plumbing

Los Lupenos De San Jose practices traditional Mexican folk dancing
called "grupo folklorico" for Cinco De Mayo celebrations, which were

Entertainment
alternatives
I airs Barrcii
N.....I luI Sufi \Silk
and mainstream restaurants
\
Ii
mink; part of downtown San
( me, but it’s in the kick-alley pool
11.111s and ofrbeat taverns where a commie
i
’s diversity and character take center
,tage.
These places are an important part of
Sat) Jose’s bridge between perceived suburban sprawl and a s iable cosmopolitan

In the past, minority groups jtairneyed
to San Francisco to find the ambiani e (Ile%
now enjoy in dosvntowit &otiose. From the
seedy to the spectacular dossittown San Jose offers a spectrum
of things to do if you’re willing to
look beyond the surface.
One such place is Thun Billiards on Third Strect between
San Fernando and Santa Clara
streets. It’s the kind of place you
have to be looking for to find.
Tucked away in a rout-down complex of
Vietnamese businesses, only the clicking of
billiard balls or a runaway ping pt mg ball
attest to the hall’s existence.
If you didn’t know any better, you’d
swear you were it) Saigon. All the signs and

Students travel abroad
to study, learn culture
By Michelle Lot
...limo., I Milt SiAll Si ti -u
it senior political science.
major Chereese Thymes, one
semester studying abroad in
Bath. England was more than
just learning textbook history,
political science or English.
Instead, half the learning
process was understanding the
world and the British culture
waiting beyond the classroom
doors.
For Thymes, who was
enrolled in the Spring 93 .ist(
Bath semester, it was also more
than just sipping tea and nibbling on crumpets.
liverall, it made my college
experience worthwhile.
It
proved that I could handle it
ilWay fitau home, family .ind culture and that I was tap to the
challenge," she said.

held Sunday downtown. The San Jose based group, which includes
people from ages 16 to 40, has been in existence for 25 years.

Political science chairman
’Ferry Christensen paved the way
fbr the program eight years ago
when he found the city of Bath
as a site for students to explore
the historical and cultural
aspects of England. Although
the Bath semester, which is only
offered during the spring, was
not scheduled for this year, the
tradition still continues.
Professors LouLewandowski
who has been with the program since its inception Bill
Mc( raw and Jack Bernhardt will
be the three faculty members
teaching the classes offered in
Bath next year.
During the Spring ’95 Bath
program. which lasts from January ’15 through May 4, courses
can lie taken in history, religious
See BATH. page 3
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By Laurel Anderson
ski... nails Sufi Writer
Engraved bricks inserted into
the fountain in the Tower lawn
give students a chance to
I ecome a permanent part
of San Jose State Unversitv’s history.
Students, alumni, parents,
faculty and staff can have
pc] mina’ messages engraved
oil granite bricks to be inserted
into the basin floor of the fountain.
"People like to have one piece
of identity left on campus, said
Dan Buerger, executive assistant
to MSC President J. Handel
Evans.
According it \le\ Sthitir.
assistant dire( It ui I inseisits
Advancement. there are only
MOO bricks remaining to be
engraved to till in the final
ring around the fountain.
The project started with 3,000
bricks.
.11w information is engraved
on a 4-bv-8-inch brick and can
include name, graduation year,
and major or a personal message.

The message can have up to
two lines with 20 letters or numbers per line engraved on each
brick. One line costs $25 and
two lines cost $40.
The project was started
to fund the completion of
the fountain, which was donated
in the spring of 1967 by an
alumni association. It was
redesigned after years of disrepair.
SJSU was unable to pas h
the repairs because the 1, flan
W55 a gift. meaning state Muds
could not be used.
Fund raising was used to
finance the repait of the fountain.
The fountain presented several problems. including a failed
mechanical system.
The university Faced a liabilitysuit threat because the fountain
was not fenced and had .1 pool
of water annuxt its base.
The university will no longer
face these problems when the
fountain is completed.
When the final SOO bricks are
engrased and inserted. the lounLain Will ix’ complete.

Prof seeks student vote
By tarry Barrett
Rids Siall

Richard Lane, an .SJSU social science professor. hopes his grass-roots,
student-based campaign will catapult
him into the I ’.5. House (Wkepresentatives from California’s 16th District.
lane, it dem, a rat with no prior
political experience, hopes to garner
the Democratic nomination It the
November general el e( I ion is «tie of
six candidates, in( holing full iner
Mayor Toni McEners. lie ( hinis his
asi
poluthal inexpedence is ()Ilset
background in international trim it ins
as well as his conviction that students
need better representation.
"I’m the best educated and most
qualified candidate to work at the
national and international lever lane
said. "The reason I’m running is that
SJS1 ’ deserves some pt ml it ii ii(It it II.I
see it as giving S1S1’ iviii« in WashMgt( at.

Flie liklong democrat sass he feels
something must be done to make a
colleg. deg’ et. more attainable lot
futilie ((indents.
"students are going into debt. Lane said. "They’re graduating
with a B. \. or B.S. and owe ten to
1501 its thousand dollars. I want to
chat tge this. The. students are the lot gotten people in the education equation."
I am. said he behest.s the federal
wise’ iiment ((mild ()lieu .11111cilts mon’
giants. rattle] 01.111 I1 1.111S. much like
the current GI Bill. Ile (lainis that
Sact-amento can’t offer the !nu(ting fin
edio ain’t) that is available at the
minimal level.
" I here is numes asailable in Washington," lane. said. "Nlien so’ had the
()akland fires and the earthquakes,
the. federal government was able to
help. We have ;en education disastei
See LAW page 3
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Richard Lane is financing his own campaign for the
16th Congressional District, which Includes SJSU
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Editorial
Relocation of vendors shows cooperation between the city and SJSU
San lose City Council recently
The
approved a deal between the city, the
university and the various hot dog vendors that will allow them to continue selling food
and beverages to students while construction
turns San Carlos Street into a pedestrian mall
between Fourth and 10th streets.
This agreement showed a great deal of goodwill toward the displaced vendors while allowing
students the opportunity to enjoy the occasional
hot link or polish sausage during those chaotic
periods between classes.
Furthermore, it proves SJSU, the City of San
Jose and local merchants can work together to
accommodate the special needs of all parties.
This type of communication and compromise
between all the important players in the downtown area will become increasingly significant
during the long-awaited conversion of San Carlos Street
Issues of bicycle access, traffic orchestration
and the impact of the street closure on local businesses must be addressed in a similar fashion to
ensure a harmonious resolution to these important concerns. This small accord sets a positive
tone for future negotiations.
Vendors displaced by SJSU’s version of Manifest Destiny were allowed to choose from seven
new locations on Fourth, Seventh, 10th and San
Fernando streets to serve their customers.
In a truly diplomatic manner, vendors with
the most seniority had first choice of the
prospective sites. The city council unanimously
approved the vendors’ relocation.
Cooperative efliirts like this confirm the City
of San Jose’s commitment to consider and
include SJSU as an important element in the
redevelopment of the downtown area.
Bridging the gaps, real and perceived,
between local businesses, community leaders
and the university can only benefit everyone in
the future.
Other universities enjoy a more supportive
relationship within their local community. Businesses hang banners and buy advertisements
that welcome university students back from intersession breaks.
This institution should receive similar treatment considering roughly 70 percent of SJSU
graduates live and work in the Sanitise area.
Simple things like portable hot dog stands
contribute to the greater sense of campus community and tradition. Hopefully, similar efforts
will be made to address more pressing issues like
parking and crime in the campus area.
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I I H CINCO de MAYO IS REALLY A CELEBRATION
OF MEXICO’S SELF -DM-I RMINATION!!!
-,
MICIlAEL
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Mother’s Day harassment
Sunday is Mother’s
This
Day. It is the one special day of the year we
Americans dedicate to reflecting
upon the sacrifices our mothers
have endured for us.
So what will you do for your
mom? Maybe a phone call? PerKYLE PRI:SION MASTER
haps breakfast in bed and a box
of chocolates? How about servEverything in Moderation
ing her with a court summons
over a recently recovered mem- telling you "No!", "Stop!" or
"Just wait until your father gets
ory of abuse and neglect?
"Happy Mother’s Day, babe. home!".
Another way the day is made
I’ll see you in court. By the way,
can I borrow the car this week- special is by taking mom out to a
special brunch or dinner. This is
end?"
I think the best way to show a kind way to say "Mom, thanks
your appreciation to your moth- for all you have done for me.
er is to remind her of the joy she You can finish scrubbing the
felt bringing you home for the floors after we get home. By the
first time. Try showing up on way, can I borrow $40?"
Taking mom out to eat can
her doorstep in a diaper with a
bottle of painkillers first thing be a special treat for her and for
on Mother’s Day. This will bring you. If you go to a nice place,
you can show her you no longer
back memories all right
If you can, spend the rest of have the social skills of a lowland
the day with her leafing through gorilla. If you go to 7-Eleven for
old photo albums. Laugh at the nachos and a super-beverage of
way she used to wear her hair your choice, you can show her
and the way she dressed. If she you can still blow bubbles
still looks the same, but with through your straw.
more gray hair, laughing at her
Be advised, however, taking
is the best revenge for every mom out to dinner becomes
time she mentioned how much more difficult as you both grow
pain she was in during labor older.
Sure, it was easy to show her a
with you. Fight guilt with
good time when you were little.
ridicule, 1 always say.
Other gentle reminders for With your allowance, you used
her of the joys of mom-dom to be able to buy her some of
would be to for you to act like a your favorite food: tacos and
child again. Drag out your Twinkies. Now, however, mom
crayons and start decorating the might expect a little more, probwalls. Also, overfeed the goldfish ably lobster and champagne.
and make her cat neurotic by Just tell her you’ll need a slight
taping a ping-pong ball to its tail. increase in your allowance.
As we all know, one of every
Later in life, after you have
mother’s greatest pleasures was stuck your mother in a home

(don’t deny it, you’ve thought
about it), she will become more
of a chore to entertain on "her"
day. Taking her to a nice restaurant, s ((((( ething not usually
open 24 hours and heated conveniently jitst oIl die freeway, will
try even the sanest person’s
patience.
First, you’ll have to convince
her that she will look much better with her teeth in and, no,
nobody will notice she has blue
hair. Expect her to throw a little
tizzy-fit when she finds out there
is no senior discount. Also
remind her in a subdued voice
the reason there is no turkey
and cranberries left on the buffet is because it isn’t Thanksgiving.
A good thing to keep in mind
is later on in life, when your
mom starts getting a little dusty
upstairs, she can regress to a
more child-like innocence.
She’ll like things in a routine
and have her favorite toys. Let
her know well in advance you
are taking her out and let her
bring the remote control with
her to the restaurant if it looks
like she might throw a tantrum
without it.
If you really want to know the
best way to say, tell your mother
how you feel, take a piece of
construction paper, fold it, draw
a heart on it and write in "Mom,
I love you. Thanks." She’ll put
on her refrigerator with a catshaped magnet and keep it up
there for years.
Kyle Preston Regtsfrr is a Daily
staff columnist I-lit column
appears every Thursday.
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Campus Viewpoint
Is the Cinco de Mayo a day of in’
Cinco de Mayo is a very important hisThe
torical date in Mexican history. It is celebrated as the most successful battle in the
military history of Mexico. It occurred on May 5,
1862, outside the city of Puebla about sixty miles
southeast of Mexico City. The conflict was fought
between the French and Mexican armies as
Napoleon III of France attempted to make Mexico
a part of the French empire. The French emperor
had already selected Archduke Maximilian von
Hapsburg of Austria to be the French-controlled
leader in collusion with Mexican aristocrats and
clerics.
In the early morning of the confrontation, the
two combatants prepared for a large-scale engagement. The Mexican army was under the command
of Ignacio Zaragoza, who was a youthful thirtythree-old but brilliant general. His strategy was to
defend the forts of Guadalupe and Loreto, which
were on the hills outside of Puebla. Zaragoza had
only 4,0(8) troops consisting of some regular calvary units, a variety of townspeople, and a large
number of volunteers including Indians from
Zaraix)axda.
These volunteers with machetes in hand wore
sleeveless wool jackets, cotton pants tied bell isy the
knee, and sandals. Fort Loreto contained many
cannons that had been used during the Battle of
Waterloo (1815). The Mexicans had spirit hut
mainly were poorly trained, equipped, and outnumbered.
The French army was under the leadership of

Charles Latrille, who had thirty-one years of military experience, fought in 11 major campaigns,
and had been wounded twice. General Latrine had
been rewarded with the title of Count Lorencez; as
a result, he was overconfident and arrogant. He
had 5,700 troops consisting of veteran French
Marines, Algerian Zouaves, some light calvary
units, and two brigades of Mexican conservative
monarchists. The French army had the world’s best
trained, experienced and equipped troops.
From two o’clock to five o clock in the afternoon, the French troops attacked the adobe walls
of Fort Guadalupe three times and each time the
heroic Mexican peasants repulsed them. The murderous Mexican artillery fire from Fort Loreto, calvary lancers under General Porfirio Diaz and General Negrete, and rifle fire from Fort Guadalupe
caused the French troops to have over 1,000 casualties without an inch pined in their assaults.
By five o’clock with rain falling, Latrine had conceded the conflict to Zaragoza and requested
25,000 additional troops from Napoleon III. Meanwhile, Zaragoza sent a telegram to Benito Juarez,
celebrated Mexican president, saying, "the arms of
the nations are covered with glory." Mexico was
temporarily free from French domination and a triumphant republic.
Unfortunately, the French emperor would send
27,000 troops under the new leadership of General Elk Forey to take Puebla a year later. The French
conquered the rest of the country and occupied it
until 1867 while the Ilnited States was consumed in
its own Civil War.
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Downtown diversity
Exploring SJ’s
ethnic art scene
Lau
Si...n.111 1 Wit SItU%Vritti

At first glance, downumn San Jose’s
main attractions are the pin-pie-hued Chitdill I’s Discovery Museum, the San Jose Art
Nliertim and dw Tech Museum.
But 11(51 )nd these ptipular tourist attrac110115. ltn%lltowll is lumw to the heart of Sil*Au\ ’s artistic exploration and a cenl(
WI it )1 1 I
expression of various cultures.

Accordilig to it fall ’93 campus profile
survey conducted by sociology professor
David Asquith, the ethnic breakdown of
SJSU students is: 6 percent African-American, 10 percent Hispanic/Latino,
24 percent Asian-American, 3
percent Pacific Islander and 1
percent American Indian.
With this kind of statistical
breakdown, the downtown Redevelopment Agency has noted the
need to create outlets fin- students, faculty% staff and dem lit wl
citizens to understand who they are and
where they come from.
Professor of Mexican American studies
Maria Ortiz said that by learning culture, a
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midi
"fh pat lit ipating in our own
and other cultures, we get a better picture of who we are by comparing and contrasting." she said.
Art ( Hines alive through Los
Ltipenos de San Jose, a downtown Mexit an folk (lance compain. On
Wi-dnesdit. los Liqxnos staged its annual
"Battle of Puebla," the sit is il ( it o de
St:e CULTURE.14wk,

Advising Day
attracts few
An estimated 2,000 students need
to fulfill advisement requirement
Bv Jack Bunting
Stall

r

Because of an Academic Senate policy passed last year, at least
2,000 SIM. stiidents may be prevented from registering for IA
classes.
An estimated 1,000 students
used Advising Day, April 13, to
meet with academic advisers.
According to the policy, students must be advised before
their third semester if they
were admitted to SJSU since fall
1993.
Classes were canceled campus-wide to allow an estimated
3.000 students to meet the
Holds will start appearing
June 3 on the academic records
of students admitted since fall
1993 who have not met with
their academic advise’s. Radisch
said.
Official low student turnout
numbers may be misleading,

Radisch said, because Adntissions and Records is not sure all
departments have pm advising
attendance numbers into the
computer tally.
University Admissions and
Records employees will be
checking weekly for results from
department offices.
Radisch said although she
noticed a considerable number
of students on campus for counseling, "it was easy to find parking that day."
"1 spent the day in Santa
Cruz," theatre arts major Mark
Carey said. "Classes being canceled was too tempting for me.
I’ll meet with my adviser by the
time I have to."
Admissions and Records
employees will start notihing students when they need to visit
their advisers. The responsibility
for notification was, until now,
given to each academic department.

SJSU sells bricks
to fund fountain
Profits used to repair plumbing

Los Luperios De San Jose practices traditional Mexican folk dancing
called "grupo folklorico" for Cinco De Mayo celebrations, which were

Entertainment
alternatives
BV ,,tri.S Barrett

situ St,
Museums and mainstream Iesiatirants
ale certainly part a dowm,,,,, ii San
.11 ISC’S culture, but it’s in the hack-alley pool
halls and off-beat taverns where a (-minimnity’s diversity and character take center
stage.
These places are all important part of
San Jose’s bridge twtween perceived suburban sprawl and a viable cosmopolitan
lik

In the past, minority groups journeyed
to San Francisco to find the ambiance they
now enjoy in downtown San Jose. From the
seedy to the spectacular downtown San Jose offers a spectrum
of things to do if you’re willing to
look beyond the surfiwe.
One such place is Thun Billiards on Third Street between
San Fernando and Santa Clara
streets. It’s the kind of place you
have to be looking fin- to find.
Tucked away in a run-down complex of
Vietnamese businesses, only the clicking of
billiard balls (Jr a runaway ping pong ball
attest to the hall’s existence.
If you didn’t know any better, you’d
swear you were iii Saigon. All the signs and

Students travel abroad
to study, learn culture
By Michelle 1.a11
so..(1.41, tuts soit WI 141
For senior political science
major Chereese ’rhymes, one
semester studying abroad in
Bath, England was more than
just learning textbook history,
pilitical science or English.
istead, hall the learning
pi I press was understanding the
it of Id and the British culture
WI iting beyond the classroom
doors.
For ’rhymes, who was
Spring ’93 SJSU
enrolled in
Bath semester, it was also more
than just sipping wit and nibbling on crumpets.
"Overall, it made my college
It
experience worthwhile.
pnwed that I could handle it
away from home, family and culture and that 1 was up to the
challenge" she said.

held Sunday downtown. The San Jose based group. which includes
people from ages 16 to 40, has been in existence for 25 years.

Political science chairman
Terry Christensen paved the way
for the program eight years ago
when he found the city of Bath
as a site for students to explore
the historical and cultural
aspects of England. Although
ilw Bath semester, which is only
offered during the spring, was
not scheduled fOr this year, the
tradition still continue:.
Professors I,ou lawandowski
who has been with the program since its inception Bill
McCraw imd Jack Bernhardt will
be the three faculty members
teaching the classes offered in
Bath next year.
During the Spring ’95 Bath
program, which lasts from January 25 through May 4, courses
can be taken in history, religious
See BATH. page 3

athertisements are in N’irtnitinese. Most of
the I lientele and emplmers are Vietnimiese-.1inet It ,1i15 \ lust iii sIltittlilIg pool
1)1.’""2, 1"g 1"11111 "ith cigt(tingling born their lips.
let
San Jis1:5 NI111 I iii -smoking
orilinant e
ignored
\ 151 lit
at 1111111 BI I I la
goltlen 1110(111a on I lit tIIIIIIlet
are hundreds ti
ed and (limiest!, I 1i4.tI cites.
Imiriirted bevelagi.. and liltveg(-tattles are for salt. next to the cigatette
counter.
.11 first glai lce. the tables It ik like ativ
other billiard tables, 1)111 tilt’! (5 St imething
Sec ALTERNATIVES. page 4

BY Laurel Anderson
ski.ui path Sun 1.1 nivt
Engrined bricks inserted into
the fountain ill the Tower lawn
give students a chance to
become a permanent part
of San Jose State Uliversitv’s history.
Students. alumni, parents.
faculty and staff can have
personal messages engraved
on granite bricks to be inserted
into the basin floor of the fountain.
iple like to have one piece
of identity left on campus, said
Dan Buerger, executive assistant
Ill SJSU President J. Handel
Evans.
c,irding to Ales Sld11111.
assisi ant director of 1 tin el 5115
Ad\ .111«111elit. then: ate old\
800 In i ks remaining to be
engraved to fill in the final
ring around the ft nintain.
’Flit project Slatted \ 1 1 I 1 3,000
bricks.
’the information is engraved
on a 4-bv-8-inch brick and can
include 1 1 al In% graduation vear,
and major or personal message.

The message can have up to
two lines with 20 letters or numbers per line engraved on each
brick. One line costs S25 and
two lines cost $40.
The project was started
to fund the completion of
the fountain, which was donated
in the spring of 1967 by an
alumni association. It was
redesigned after years of disrepair.
SJSU was unable to pay for
the repairs because the fountain
was a gift. meaning state funds
could not be used.
Fund raising was used to
finance the repair of the fountain.
The fountain presented several problems. including a failed
mechanical svstem.
The university faced a liability-suit threat because the fountain
was not fenced and had a pool
of water around it. !use.
The universit still ii() longer
face these problems o hen the
fountain is completed.
When the final MOO bricks ale
engrined and inserted. the ft nmtain will be complete.

Prof seeks student vote
B\ I .1111 lialTrti
1,1 1 1.1.1, ,1.111 1%ntri

Richard Lane, an SJSU social science professor, hopes his grass-roots,
student-based campaign will catapult
him into the 11.5. House of Reprisentatives from California’s I tith District.
Lane, a demo( 1,11 with no prior
political experience. In yes to garner
the Ifemocratic nomination for the
November general electicm as one of
six candidatts, including fiwnier
Mayor Toni McEnery. lie claims his
political inexperience is offset by a vast
background in international relations
as well as his conviction that students
need better representation.
"I’m the best echic,ited and most
qualified candidate lo work at the
national and internatitnial lever lane
said. -11w reason l’in running is that
SJSIT deserves sonic political clout. 1
see it as giving SJSI‘ a voice in Washington, If.t

Hie lifelong demo( iat say. lie feels
something 1 1 1 0S1 be done to make a
college degree more attainable foi
haute students.
"Students are going into debt,"
!Ant. said. "They’re graduating
with a B.A. or B.S. and owe 1(11 to
lSs1’ItIs th(nisand dollars. I want to
change this. The snide’ its are the firrgotten people in the education equation."
Lane said ht brittle. the federal
oriel students more
government
grants, rather than Ii urns, much like.
the current
Bill. I it’ claims that
Sacramento can’t olhr the funding It II
education that is ..ivailahle at the
national level.
’little is mime\ available in 1Vashingtia i. I ant. said. "Vhen iye had the
fakland fires and the earthquakes.
lit was able to
the federal wive’.
help. We have an education disaster
See LANE. page 3

.1i551

NI,’

Richard Lane is financing his own campaign for the
16th Congressional District. which Includes SJSU
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Coping with change
over distance and time

Relocation of vendors shows cooperation between the city and SJSU
San lose City Council recently
The
approved a deal between the city, the
university and the various hot dog vendors that will allow them to continue selling food
and beverages to students while construction
turns San Carlos Street into a pedestrian mall
between Fourth and 10th streets.
This agreement showed a great deal of goodwill toward the displaced vendors while allowing
students the opportunity to enjoy the occasional
hot link or polish sausage during those chaotic
periods between classes.
Furthermore, it proves SJSU, the City of San
Jose and local merchants can work together to
accommodate the special needs of all parties.
This type of communication and compromise
between all the important players in the downtown area will become increasingly significant
during the long-awaited conversion of San Carlos Street.
Issues of bicycle access, traffic orchestration
and the impact of the street closure on local businesses must be addressed in a similar fashion to
ensure a harmonious resolution to these important concerns. This small accord sets a positive
tone for future negotiations.
Vendors displaced by SJSU’s version of Manifest Destiny were allowed to choose from seven
new locations on Fourth, Seventh, 10th and San
Fernando streets to serve their customers.
In a truly diplomatic manner, vendors with
the most seniority had first choice of the
prospective sites. The city council unanimously
approved the vendors’ relocation.
Cooperative effiirts like this confirm the City
of San Jose’s commitment to consider and
include SJSU as an important element in the
redevelopment of the downtown area.
Bridging the gaps, real and perceived,
between local businesses, community leaders
and the university can only benefit everyone in
the future.
Other universities enjoy a more supportive
relationship within their local community. Businesses hang banners and buy advertisements
that welcome university students back from intersession breaks.
This institution should receive similar treatment considering roughly 70 percent of SJSU
graduates live and work in the San Jose area.
Simple things like portable hot dog stands
contribute to the greater sense of campus community and tradition. Hopefully, similar efforts
will be made to address more pressing issues like
parking and crime in the campus area.
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DEANA SMITH
Writer’s Forum

THE CINCO de MAYO IS REALLY A CELEBRATION
OF MEXICO’S SELF-DETERMINATION!!’
MAY 5. 1862
MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ. SPARTAN DAILY

Mother’s Day harassment
Sunday is Mother’s
This
Day. It is the one special day of the year we
Americans dedicate to reflecting
upon the sacrifices our mothers
have endured for us.
So what will you do for your
mom? Maybe a phone call? PerKYLE PRESTON REGISTER
haps breakfast in bed and a box
of chocolates? How about servEverything in Moderation
ing her with a court summons
over a recently recovered mem- telling you "No!", "Stop!" or
"Just wait until your father gets
ory of abuse and neglect?
"Happy Mother’s Day, babe. home!".
Another way the day is made
I’ll see you in court. By the way,
can I borrow the car this week- special is by taking mom out to a
special brunch or dinner. This is
end?"
I think the best way to show a kind way to say "Mom, thanks
your appreciation to your moth- for all you have done for me.
er is to remind her of the joy she You can finish scrubbing the
felt bringing you home for the floors after we get home. By the
first time. Try showing up on way, can I borrow $40?"
Taking mom out to eat can
her doorstep in a diaper with a
bottle of painkillers first thing be a special treat for her and for
on Mother’s Day. This will bring you. If you go to a nice place,
you can show her you no longer
back memories all right.
If you can, spend the rest of have the social skills of a lowland
the day with her leafing through gorilla. If you go to 7-Eleven for
old photo albums. Laugh at the nachos and a super-beverage of
way she used to wear her hair your choice, you can show her
and the way she dressed. If she you can still blow bubbles
still looks the same, but with through your straw.
more gray hair, laughing at her
Be advised, however, taking
is the best revenge for every mom out to dinner becomes
time she mentioned how much more difficult as you both grow
pain she was in during labor older.
Sure, it was easy to show her a
with you. Fight guilt with
good time when you were little.
ridicule, 1 always say.
Other gentle reminders for With your allowance, you used
her of the joys of mom-dom to be able to buy her some of
would be to for you to act like a your favorite food: tacos and
child again. Drag out your Twinkies. Now, however, mom
crayons and start decorating the might expect a little more, probwalls. Also, overfeed the goldfish ably lobster and champagne.
and make her cat neurotic by just tell her you’ll need a slight
taping a ping-pong ball to its tail. ’increase in your allowance.
As we all know, one of every
Later in life, after you have
mother’s greatest pleasures was stuck your mother in a home

(don’t deny it, you’ve thought
about it), she will become more
of a chore to entertain on "her"
day. Taking her to a nice restaurant, something not usually
open 24 hours and located conveniently just off the freeway, will
try even the sanest person’s
patience.
First, you’ll have to convince
her that she will look much better with her teeth in and, no,
nobody will notice she has blue
hair. Expect her to throw a little
tizzy-fit when she finds out there
is no senior discount. Also
remind her in a subdued voice
the reason there is no turkey
and cranberries left on the buffet is because it isn’t Thanksgiving.
A good thing to keep in mind
is later on in life, when your
mom starts getting a little dusty
upstairs, she can regress to a
more child-like innocence.
She’ll like things in a routine
and have her favorite toys. Let
her know well in advance you
are taking her out and let her
bring the remote control with
her to the restaurant if it looks
like she might throw a tantrum
without it.
If you really want to know the
best way to say, tell your mother
how you feel, take a piece of
construction paper, fold it, draw
a heart on it and write in "Mom,
I love you. Thanks." She’ll put
on her refrigerator with a catshaped magnet and keep it up
there for years.
Kyle Preston Register is a Daily
staff columnist. His column
air/rears nwy Thursday

the famous quote, "Change is often
From
desired, frequently necessary and always
inevitable."
As this quote suggests, life can be filled with good
and bad changes and unfortunately my life is headed for the inevitable change. A part of my life is
moving on.
My best friend, who just got married, is about to
embark on a new phase of her life. Not only has she
acquired a new title of "wife" but she will be starting
her new life in Erie, Pennsylvania.
Our nine-year friendship has never been separated by more than 20 or 30 miles but that has
changed now when she left. The special events that
allowed our friendship to grow and strengthen over
the years will now have to be altered.
The weekly, one- to two-hour phone conversations will have to be replaced by letters and less frequent and shorter phone calls.
Our friendship will face the challenge of remaining as strong as it is now because of this drastic
change. The long distance factor can often take its
toll on relationships, which is why I am so upset to
see her go.
The two of us have established so many memories
and it will be depressing not knowing if or when
new memories of our friendship will occur.
First meeting as two sophomores on the high
school tennis team, we have watched and experienced the significant changes in each other’s lives.
From sad times like breakups with boyfriends to
fun times like partying all night on Halloween, we
have experienced it all. We have supported and
guided one another through some of life’s major
decisions. We have exchanged vital secrets and discussed future plans (not realizing, at the time, that
we wouldn’t be playing such a significant part in
each other’s futures).
These future events in our lives, such as my college graduation or her 24th birthday (or her 25th
for that matter) will only be shared through written
or spoken words now. The physical presence in our
relationship is lost.
I am excited for her new beginning. She has married someone special who will treat her as his equal
and make her happy. But it is just so unfortunate
that this new beginning could not be shared closer
to home.
Since I will be getting married soon, I WAS looking
forward to sharing some of those newlywed experiences together. Inviting her and her husband over
for my first home-cooked meal or shopping together for house decor would have been fun experiences to share together.
Since plane tickets are so expensive, visits will not
be as frequent as we would like them to be. I can
look forward to her visiting in July to be in my wedding but after that the next trip isn’t scheduled.
Losing a best friend to geography is an unfortunate change in my life, as it would be for anyone losing someone close to them. In everyone’s lifetime,
they see friends come and go but when it’s a best
friend leaving it makes the change especially hard.
Coping with this change can be eased by reminding myself of all the cherished memories I hold
close to my heart of those nine years. Separation
and change can have its consequences causing us to
lose touch, but hopefully the strength of our friendship will withstand the miles between us.
Deana Smith is a Daily staff wrikr

Campus Viewpoint
Is the Cinco de Mayo a day of independence?
Cinco de Mayo is a very important hisThe
torical date in Mexican history. It is celebrated as the most successful battle in the
military history of Mexico. It occurred on May 5,
1862, outside the city of Puebla about sixty miles
southeast of Mexico City. The conflict was fought
between the French and Mexican armies as
Napoleon III of France attempted to make Mexico
a part of the French empire. The French emperor
had already selected Archduke Maximilian von
Hapsburg of Austria to be the French-controlled
leader in collusion with Mexican aristocrats and
clerics.
In the early morning of the confrontation, the
two combatants prepared for a large-scale engagement The Mexican army was under the command
of Ignacio Zaragoza, who was a youthful thirtythree-old but brilliant general. His strategy was to
defend the forts of Guadalupe and Loreto, which
were on the hills outside of Puebla. Zaragoza had
only 4,000 troops consisting of some regular calvary units, a variety of townspeople, and a large
number of volunteers including Indians from
Zacapoaxtla.
These volunteers with machetes in hand wore
sleeveless wool jackets, cotton pants tied below the
knee, and sandals. Fort Loreto contained many
cannons that had been used during the Battle of
Waterloo (1815). The Mexicans had spirit but
mainly were poorly trained, equipped, and outnumbered.
The French army was under the leadership of

Charles Latrille, who had thirty-one years of military experience, fought in 11 major campaigns,
and had been wounded twice. General Latrine had
been rewarded with the title of Count Lorencez; as
a result, he was overconfident and arrogant. He
had 5,700 troops consisting of veteran French
Marines, Algerian Zouaves, some light calvary
units, and two brigades of Mexican conservative
monarchists. The French army had the world’s best
trained, experienced and equipped troops.
From two o’clock to five o’clock in the afternoon, the French troops attacked the adobe walls
of Fort Guadalupe three times and each time the
heroic Mexican peasants repulsed them. The murderous Mexican artillery fire from Fort Loreto, calvary lancers under General Porfirio Diaz and General Negrete, and rifle fire from Fort Guadalupe
caused the French troops to have over 1,000 casualties without an inch gained in their assaults.
By five o’clock with rain falling, Latrille had conceded the conflict to Zaragoza and requested
25,0(X) additional troops from Napoleon III. Meanwhile, Zaragoza sent a telegram to Benito Juarez,
celebrated Mexican president, saying, "the arms of
the nations are covered with glory." Mexico was
temporarily free from French domination and a triumphant republic.
Unfortunately, the French emperor would send
27,000 troops under the new leadership of General Elie Forey to tike Puebla a year later. The French
conquered the rest of the country and occupied it
until 1867 while the United States was consumed in
its own Civil War.

In Mexico, the Cinco de Mayo is celebrated as a
very heroic victory for the Mexican people but September 16 is the declared day of independence. It
was on that date in 1810, that Father Miguel Hidalgo y Castilla from Dolores (a small village)
demanded the abolition of Indian serfdom and
caste distinctions. This Catholic priest led a large
band of poor Indian peasant farmers who were
eventually captured and murdered by royalist
forces at Chihuahua in 1811. Events at this time
would lead to the eventual loss of Spanish control
of Mexico, Alta California and other northern territory.
"El Grito de Dolores" (The Cry from Dolores) is
the declared day of Mexican independence. Yet in
many parts of the United States, the Mexican community holds the "Cinco de Mayo" in higher
esteem, as it reconfirms courageous Mexican
efforts to retain independence, and celebrates it as
Mexico’s independence day.
Historically, the significance of these dates may
be confusing to uninformed observers. Obviously,
the Cinco de Mayo must be observed in high
regard, but it must not overshadow the importance
of the true Mexican independence day of September 16.
Alexander Rodriguez
History Thacher
Silver Croak High School
Alumnus
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Hayden
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to balance
budget
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The San Jose State calendar

Thursday
1994 BLACK GRADUATION

CommITTEE: Raffle Ticket
Fundraiser ($1 donation),
1 la.m.-2p.m., SU Art
Quad. Hotline 924-7966
BLACK STUDENT UNION:

Kaplan talks on "Hannah
Arendt and the Possibility
of a Queer Politics’,
1:30p.m.,
Guadalupe
Room, SU. Call Peter
Hadreas 924-1376
GAY, LESBIAN AM) BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: ChristianityQuestions and Answers,
4:30-6p.m.
Guadalupe
Room, SU. Call 236-2002

B.S.U. Election, 6p.m.
E.O.P. Tutorial Room. Call
Kofi 924-6240
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCINCO DE MAYO COMMIT- CIATION: Final Meeting,
TEE: Photo Exhibit in Sec- 12:30p.m., Pacheco Room,
ond floor of SU - Jeremy SU
Hogan, SJSU and Paul LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Fusco
Magnum.Call General Meeting, 3-4p.m.,
999-0625 or 294=7221
Pacheco Room, SU. Call
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE: 486-9221
Open Forum for Dean Can- THE LISTENING HOUR:
didate, Dr. Crellin Pauling, Early Music Performance:
San Francisco State Univer- Collegium Musicum (Midsity will talk on the Vision dle Ages and Renaissance),
and Plans for the COS, 12:30E-1:15p.m.,
Music
1:30-2:30p.m., DH 505. Bldg. Concert Hall 176.
Call Brian Holmes
Ca11924-4631
COLLOQUIUM:

Morris

SpartsGuide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations
for free. Deadline is 5 pm., two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Dail); DBH 2(t). [Milted space may force reducing
the number of entries.

SACRAMENTO (AP)
Sen.
Tom Hayden, who is seeking the
Democratic nomination for governor, proposed balancing the
state budget Tuesday by closing
tax loopholes, trimming bureaucracy, and altering an anti-crime
measure.
Hayden said in a news conference that he would spend more
on public education, reduce college fees, and bar further cuts in
welfare.
The Santa Monica senator
said the proposal lacked the
detail of a regular budget plan
because he does not have the
large staff that is assigned to a
governor.
But he defended the main
points as concepts he has championed as a lawmaker and he
insisted that the proposals could
produce a balanced budiet.
The highlights of his public
interest" budget include eliminating various tax loopholes for
businesses, commercial properties, and others, saving up to $3
billion annually.

Bath: Students to study abroad
From page I
studies, creative arts, humanities,
political science and English.
Only one class is required of all
students
British
history.
Lewandowski stresses the fact
that because this is SJSU’s own
program, there are no problems
with transfer credits. The courses
are offered from the SJSU catalog and fit into graduation and
devee requirements.
I was able to take care of my
minor and my cultural pluralism
requirements," said Karina

Humphries, a graduating senior
in international business and an
alumna of the Spring ’93 Bath
program.
McCraw emphasizes that the
Bath experience includes a special feature internships.
"It’s very well developed.
There’s a great variety of areas
political parties, community
groups, archeological digs, newspapers, museums, businesses
and technology," he said.
The semester abroad is not
limited to the historic city of
Bath, which is 75 miles west of
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Lane: Democrat for Congress
From page I
here ill Gallic)! ilia that must be
addressed.
According to Lane’s campaign director Sterling Harwood, an SJSU philosophy professor, lane is currently holding
third plass. behind McEnery and
Santa Clara County Supervisor
Zoe Lofgren.
Harwood said both front-runners enjoy considerably more
financial support at this stage of
the campaign.
"He’s (Lane) strong on education and foreivn policy," Harwood said. "He s not a professional politician."
California’s 16th District spans
from Milpitas to Gilroy and
includes SJSU. Current Congressman Don Edwards served as
the district’s representative for
the last 32 years while holding a

into the SJSU community," he
said.
Lane, along with friends and
family, is financing his own campaign. He’s counting on students
and volunteers to operate phone
banks and to do the grunt
work" of the campaign.
lie believes in the grass-roots
approach to politics, suggesting
pizza parties as one way of organizing campaign volunteers.
Lane admits his campaign
can’t match the funding in the
McEnery and Lofgren camps,
but he’s willing to commit
time and resources for the cause.
"I’m not intimidated by
them," Lane said. "I see them
running on extensions of their
former campaigns, to complete
their previous agendas. My campaign offers something completely different."

prominent position on the International Affairs committee. His
retirement leaves a void in a district in which 67 percent of registered voters identify themselves
as democrats.
"Whoever wins the democratic nomination would have to be
a fool to not win in the general
electithi," lane said.
Between now and the June 7
primary election, Lane hopes to
galvanize the SJSU community
by asking students to register and
vote in absentia so that student
voices can be heard during the
summer break.
’To win, I need 25,000 votes,"
Lane said. There are 19,000
SJSU students living in the 16th
district.
"I’m appealing to the students
and faculty self-interests by
bringing millions of dollars
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Barcelona

London. Classes are scheduled
Monday through Thursday, giving students a three-day weekend
to venture out on their own to
other parts of Europe. McCraw
said the off-season is optimal for
travel. Prices are lower and
crowds are smaller, he said.
Bernhardt, who is a specialist
in the ancient and medieval history of Europe, said students can
also participate in two extended
field trips. One is a two-day, onenight trip to London where students get a panoramic tour, a
See Bath. page 6
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Working with Infants. Toildlers and Preschoolers
with Disabilities
Ernpfut,,, in the following areas:

* Speech And Language Specialist
* Special Education Teacher
* Ra,istered Nurse
* School Psychologist
*
anal Therapist
If you are interested. and have or will have a 8. A. or B.S. degree hy the
end of the Trall.!etnester, CALL US NOW!
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Alternatives: Little-known clubs round out SJ night scene
From page I

According to Hoang, Thun’s attracts an exclusively Asian
clientele. Most of the patrons are either Vietnamese, Thai, or
different. The green felt tables are rectangular mud humixred,
Cambodiati-Americaris.
but there are no pockets in the corners or along the sides.
"You’re the only white person I’ve ever seen conic- in and
A dozen of these pocket-less tables are neatly arranged
inside a room in dire need of a good cleaning. Worn abacuses stay," Hoang said with a laugh. ’The others were prolxibly lost."
’That’s how I feel when I go to other places," Ngo said. "like
hang along yellowing walls for keeping score. A tattered white
cloth strains to keep stray ping pong balls from entering the bil- I don’t belong in there. So. I come here where I know everyliard area. Dusty, deserted video game machines are relegated one."
This feeling of acceptance can also be
to a dark corner in favor of the newer
found at Mac’s tavern on First Street between
machines which youngsters actuallY play.
San Carlos and San Salvador streets.
Tran Hoang plays billiards at Thun’s even
’We don’t pass
According to bartender Richard Velarte,
weekend with Khoa Ngo, his best friend.
Mac’s has been a gay bar for 33 years.
Hoang and most of his family immigrated to
judgement on
"It’s pretty much a mixed bar, hut we cater
the U.S. from Haiphong in 1984. He prefers
anyone. After all,
to the gay community," Velarte said.
his hangout to other mainstream pool halls.
Mac s is like any other watering hole. Bot"I like to play here because I know everyit is the ’90s.’
tles of booze are lined up behind the counter
one," Hoang said. "We have many things in
Chris Shaw next to a stoplight that flashes "Bar is open" in
common and know each other’s families.
%.*rk June’r. liamburgrr My,
green letters. Pictures of former employees
Other places, there are so many people and
and drag queens share space on the walls with
not many that I know. Its better here.
newspaper clippings from the past football
According to Hoang, the pocket-less bilseason. There is no distinctive theme in the
liard game originated in France. Three balls,
bar. It’s merely a place to drink and socialize.
one red and two white ones, are used. Each
’There’s this stereotype that in a gay bar
ter takes turns using to hit the neutral red
there’s a bunch of guys in high heels kissing and
I and his opponents white ball. Each successful shot is worth one point and players usually play until some- holding hands," Wlarte said. ’That’s not the way it is. list have
to have respect for all the customers. We want everyone to
one gets 100 points.
"It’s fun," Ngo said. ’The secret, like regular nine-ball, is to come back.
According to Velarte, the concept of a gay bar isn’t as taboo
keep, the balls as close together as possible.’
Under billowing clouds of smoke, two men maneuver intri- as it once was.
"We’ve been downtown for a long time, but we’re still sepacately carved pieces across a wooden playing surface. Between
puffs on their cigarettes, the men engage in the mental battle rated by the conservative, hush-hush atmosphere around here.
of Chinese chess. Like traditional chess, each piece has unique Because San Jose is so conservative, we won’t ever Ix. a city. San
Francisco is a much more open tnvironmer rt."
powers which govern movement across the board.
(.0-11MIler 111

Robert Ybarra has been a regular customer at Mac’s for
seven years. He and Velarte both said they believe the gay community’s behavior has changed considerably in response to the
AIDS epidemic that has taken many of their friends’ lives.
"I’ve seen friends of mine go from being beautiful men to
skin and bones," Ybarra said. "The gay community has learned
the importance of practicing safe sex. But there are still gay
men, especially young men, practicing unsafe sex. The education just isn’t there."
The pictures of drag queens chronicle a community event
that raises money for various charities. AIDS organizations, battered women and children and hospices have benefited from
these pageants which crown a new "Empress" every year.
"It’s a lot of fins for a good cause," %um said.
According to Velarte, straight and gay customers frequent
the bar. SJSU students have dropped in on Monday nights for
$1.25 beers without even realizing it was a gay bar.
"One night a group of eight women walked in," Thema said.
"They were having a bachelorette parts and didn’t even know
they were in a gay bar. They stayed until two in the morning
and had a great time. The bacheloreue had a great time and
said her fiance would never believe where she spent her bachelorette party."
Hamburger Mary’s at the corner of St. John and San Pedro
streets offers a little something for everyone.
According to co-owner Chris Shaw, the lunch crowd is mainly straight businesspeople looking for a burger. At night, the
nightclub caters mainly to a gay clientele with special events
and entertainers.
Part of a seven-restaurant chain, Hamburger Mary’s features
patio dining and male exotic dancers on Sunday nights. The
interior is decorated with antiques, toys and advertisements
from the 1950s. A jet black piano sits in one corner with insultmews dangling from fish line above it. There’s an electronic

Jimmy Nguyen plays pool fou
dart board and a pool 4ible
game room.
"It’s just a place we priM
don’t pa.ss judgment on any
According to Shaw,
students, including sonic &or
He said many SJSU studei
because of the decent prier
"We try to make everyone
ing back for more," Shaw sa
Salvador Guerrero has
opened. He said the frien
accepting attitudes and the
"Here, I get to share ideas
ees," Guerrero said. "les de
pie."
All these gathering places
ophy. Everybody wants to g
accepted. They also offer thi
and share different views.

IN LEESPARTAN DAIL)
ABOVE: Along with pool and ping pong, Thun Billiards at Third
and San Fernando Streets also offers Chinese chess. This pool
hall caters to a mostly Asian crowd including Vietnamese, Thai
and Cambodian Americans.
RIGHT: "Alexis," a drag-queen singer, performs for a group of
SJSU Delta Lambda Phi fratemity members at Hamburger Mary’s,
which is located at Saint John and San Pedro Streets. During the
day, the restaurant caters to downtown lunch-goers.

City might impose curfews
By Cara Broglia
Iktik Stall Wntet

Stiartui

The people who live and work in the downtown area have mixed feelings about the safety of
their neighborhoocLs, but most are certain about
one thing juvenile crime is getting worse in San
Jose.
According to Sgt. Bob Beams, public information officer for the San Jose Police Department, juvenile crime is on the rise, although all
other crime is down.
"The media and the awareness to gang-related problems (are getting more coverage) and
the community is.perceiving a
higher crime rate, Beams said.
"The trend over the past few years
is a decline in crime."
A San Jose crime report for
1993 showed crime has been
declining over the past few years.
King district, which includes
the downtown area, extends from
Washington Street in the north
arid borders the 101 and 280 freeways and Highway 87. King district is one of the smallest police
districts geographically, but has the most reported crime in all of San Jose’s 13 districts.
The city is broken down into heat building
blocks (BBBs). The police track crime by the
number of calls received in a BBB and then create the different beats and districts to break

I-

down the workload and make them equal.
The King district receives a higher numlxr of
calls and therefore has a higher number of officers in a smaller geographical area. According to
Beams, the districts have not been restructured
in more than 10 years.
Beams said calls to 911 are up 4 percent citywide over the last few years. He attributes this to
the late-night atmosphere.
"The city is moving toward this 24-hour concept," Beams said. "Activitz in the downtown area
has grown tremendously.
He cites the new San Jose Arena, local hotels
and dance clubs as reasons why
more people are staying out until
the morning hours.
Along with the adults who null
around town late at night are the
adolescents who cause the limit
trouble for law enforcement officers.
"We have a real problem with
young juveniles hanging around
downtown at two and three in the
morning," Beams said.
In a Jan. 25 press conference at
City Hall, Mayor Susan Hammer said she would
he proposing a youth-protection ordinance to
help the city’s program for public safety.
’The Youth Protection Ordinance is intended
to prevent young people from staying out late at
night and to prevent them from becoming

involved in situations that are dangerous to
themselves, or dangerous to others," Hammer
said.
In 1993, 4,693 juveniles were arrested or victimized between the hours of 10 p.m. and 5 a.m.
Serious crime involving young people is up 39
percent in San Jose since 1988.
The ordinance would apply to juveniles, preventing them from being on the streets between
11:30 p.m. and 5 a.m.
Adolescent violators would be taken to a San
Jose TABS (Truancy Abatement and Burglary
Suppression) center where a parent or relative
would be notified and asked to pick up the juvenile.
TABS was created because of a high residential burglary rate and poor school attendance.
Sinct the program began, residential burglary
has decreased by 34 percent.
The mayor’s outh Protection Ordinance has
been modeled after a pilot program first implemented in Phoenix, Arizona.
San Jose’s ordinance, if adopted, would be
carefully monitored and would receive a formal
review one year after implementation. Many
store owners and local residents approve of what
the tnayor is trying to do.
"I think it’s a great idea," said Mary Mathew,
who manages Charlie’s Liquors on Santa Clara
Street.
She worries that her store would close if it sold
liquor to the wrong individual. Many juveniles

Officer Tommy Korrea, right, and Officer Carl Pringle arrest an adul
others and drunk in public on Santa Clara Street between Fourth and
in the area fears the large crowds of people who loiter in front of the sti
are caught trying to buy alcohol with fake Ins.
Christopher Young, an assistant manager at
the Pizza Hut on the corner of Santa Clara and
Fifth streets, also agrees with the mayor’s plans.
"It’s the juveniles you consider ’gang-bangers’
that are causing problems," Young said. it would
be good if it (the ordinance) didn’t affect all
youth because not all of them are troublemakers.

don’t thin
it used to’ be," ’
are most nervi
Jose Stare who
town at night."
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Culture: Art, dance flourish in downtown San Jose
From page I

JOHN LEESPARTAN IIAILY

plays pool four times a week at Thun Billiards.
this one with pockets
a pool tsble
in the
lace we provide for everyone," Shaw said. "We
on anyone. After all, it is the ’90s."
lug 10 Shaw, 80 percent of the employees are
ing some from SJSU.
SJSU students frequent Hamburger Mary’s
((et rut prices.
ake everyone feel at home and keep them cornare," Shaw said.
ten-yr has worked at the restaurant since it
AO the friendly atmosphere, the employees’
ides and the customers make it the place to be.
to share ideas and problems with fellow employ.
said. "les definitely a good place to meet peo11WIII

!tering places share the same underlying iphillosly wants to go where they are comfortable and
. also offer the opportunity to meet new friends
rent views.

Mayo, at the Civic Auditorium.
ft II $3110, set ye
’al pa -traits of deceased memAccording to Maria Luisa Colmenarez, the artistic bers of royal lineage. Other works include green serdirector, the company is gearing the bilingual (lance pentine sculptures created by the Zimbabwe tribe
drama toward children.
Shotia.
"There’s a lesson to be learned. In order to have
Crayton still works in the computer industry at
respect, you must have respect for others’ rights," she Media Vision, but plans to leave the company in the
said.
near future to expand the gallery to Atlanta.
The dance is used to show the significance of MexiCrayton said he has family there, but more inporco fighting as a united nation for the first time. Col- tantly, there’s nothing like MorAfrica in Atlanta.
menarez said the children are persuaded to become
Just around the corner from MorAfrica is another
actively involved in the production,
specialty shop
Americas, which
booing the bad guys and cheering the
sells art from Mexico, Guatemala,
good. Countries are represented by ’There’s a lesson to New Mexico, Arizona and Peru.
characters atsd battles are played out
Opened by Nora Coryell, Americbe learned. In
as dances.
as, which began in San Juan Bautista,
Another downtown cultural amenimoved downtown in 1990.
order to have
ty is an African gallery known as
The shop is packed with Amerirespect, you must can-Indian sculptures, silver jewelry
MorAfrica, which faces Second Street
in the Pavilion Shops.
and a vast array of chili-pepper parahave respect for
MorAfrica started as a dream.
phernalia. Manager Cristina GutierOwner and SJSU alumnus Kevin Cray
rez said everything is hand crafted.
others’ rights.’
ton, 33, traveled to Morocco, where he
She explained that much of the artMaria Luisa Colmenarez
dreamed he was in a room filled with
work is bought by the owner, who
Artitti,
Jose
faceless African art.
travels to various reservations in
Today, MorAfrica not only represearch of art.
sents a cultural specialty shop and
Gutierrez said she believes it is
gallery, but one mates dream-turnedimportant for people to get in touch
reality
with their ethnic roots.
It is also fitting that MorAfrica takes its name from
"Because that way we understand each other. There
the combination of die first three letters of Morocco (are) a lot of Hispanic people in downtown. We want
with the word "Africa."
to have a little bit for everybody," she said.
For Crayton, collecting African art is a passion and a
Gutierrez said that Coryell, the shop owner, is a
hobby. He began the shop out of his garage in 1990, rehabilitation counselor. By maintaining the shop,
starting with just 15 pieces of work and $2,000.
Coryell is helping people start new work. Gutierrez is
Crayton was asked by the Downtown Association to one of Coryell’s cases.
move his shop into the Pavilion.
At the beginning, Coryell helped Gutierrez take
"Because there was a Native American and Brazilian sewing classes. Today Gutierrez not only tends to CIESshop, they wanted to make it into a cultural center. tomers, but also lends a hand in painting various Indian sculptures.
The deal was cost-effective for me," he said.
Other works include painted geckos, an idea started
MorAfrica an ranges in price from $1 to $6,000. Artwork includes such objects as a mask of the Asante, by the owner. On the back of these lizard-like sculpfrom Ghana in West Africa. Asante masks, which sell ti lies. artist Jaime Rodrigi les paints detailed and color1/1\laipem. dr San

1111 SOUl111%(’Slt1 I I SCelleS. ’AK onw masks made ill Mexico, which sell for $15, share wall space with art liona
the Ojibway people.
As the Asian population has increased in the downtown area, the Association for Viet Arts (AVA) is active
its the visual and performing arts that represent the
Viensamese commuility.
Man Bui, an SJSU master of fine arts candidate,
serves on the board of AVA. According to Bui. who
recently exhibited his own work at the San Jose Institute of Contemporary Arts, AVA has been operational
for almost three years. He said the group serves as a
catalyst for Vietnamese artists.
In the 1994-95 year, Bui said AVA is planning to
sponsor two projects. At the end of August. AVA will be
producing a traditional folk dance performance. The
dance group’s name is Canh Chini Bach Viet, sshit h
translates into "Wings of 100 Viets."
In April ’95, AVA will also include a forum fin Vietnamese performance, literary and visual artists, who
will be expressing their views on what "home" means to
newcomers or native-born Americans. As diversity
increases in the downtown area, the avenues of artistry
will only continue to flourish in the future.

A member of the Los Lupetios De San Jose dance troop
watches her dance partners during a break in practice.

Dedication preserves landmarks
By Cynthia Pickerrell
Spartan Will, Stall Writer
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arrest an adult suspect for being beligerant to
in Fourth and Fifth Streets. One local merchant
I front of the stores.
don’t think the downtown is as bad as
Ise& lobe," Young said. "The people who
most nervous are the students at San
State who don’t feel safe walking downurn at night."

Scattered among San Jose’s modern high-rises lie
relics of the past: homes, businesses and turn-of-the-celltury trolleys that serve as reminders of the people who
toiled and flourished in the building of San Jose.
Scarred by decades of wear, the face of downtown
awaited a dismal fate at the hands of those pushing
toward redevelopment. Then saviors came by the hundreds. For the past decade, men and women from Iran
to South San Jose systematically turned relics into monuments.
People with a passion to preserve San Jose’s historical
fragments captured and preserved the memory of
bygone days.
love these old buildings and the stories that go with
them," said Judy Stabile, former city councilwoman and
director of the recently refurbished Peralta Adobe and
Fallon House in downtown San Jose.
"We’re fortunate we had a real slow growth dowsitowil
in the ’40s, ’50s and ’60s. Everything old during that tinic
(elsewhere) was being torn down because of an interest
in land."
Stabile started as a citizen interested in historical buildings, particularly the 1905 Hayes mansion near hem
home in South San Jose. In 1984, she ran for City Council and became active in designating buildings as historic
landmarks.
Once a building is designated as a historic landmark,
any major structural changes require city permits.
"Many of the buildings made it to the ’80s before the
interest in tearing down old structures (hit the downtown area)," Stabile said. "By the time (redevelopment)
began in the ’Ms, people wanted to restore them."
According to Stabile, many structures exist today
because they had economic value its the past.
The Peralta Adobe, a mud-brick dwelling built in the
late 1790s, was home to San Jose’s "Comisionado" Luis
M. Peralta from 1807 to 1851. A comisionado was a military deputy who supervised territory fin- the Spanish government.
The oldest structure its San Jose, the
Peralta Adobe survived the latter part of
the 19th century to 1966 as storage space
for both wine and plumbing supplies.
Across the street, the Fallon House
served as a hotel and restaurant from
1900 to the early 1960s. It was built in the
mid-1850s by the seventh mayor of San
Jose, Thomas Fallon.
While both structures were designated his mica’ tat idmarks in the 1970s. Stabile is responsible for their
restoration. As of April 11, the Peralta-Fallon Complex
provides guided tours Wednesday through Sunday.
The Sainte Claire stood lifeless and, with little more
than an ornately-carved shell, awaiting judgment when it
caught the eye of Manou Mobedshahi.
An Iranian businessman who unwed to America in
1979, Mobedshahi and his wife, Vesta, bought and
restored both the Savoy Hotel and Sherman House in
San r.
. Sainte Claire was San Jose’s "Million Dollar
hotel" during its outset in the 1920s, designed by the
same architect responsible for the Los Angeles Beverly
Wilshire, William Weeks of Weeks & Day. It was on the
market for two years when Mobedshahi bought the hotel
after seeing it whets visiting his mother in San Jose.
"I sensed the spirit of the building. It’s much more
be:sunlit] than it oriptially was, but enhanced in the same
spirit (of the ’20s), Mobedshahi said.
Restored to its 1920s glory, the hotel boasts original
marble floors, tiles and hand-painted leather ceilings.
Specially manufactured furniture and lighting fixtures
are in keeping with th? ’20s aura.

The Saint Claire hotel, built in the 1920s. still has original marble floors, tiles and hand-painted leather ceding:.
demist. in 1(.138.
"(Visitors) just love it. They think it’s the greatest thing
that has happened to San Jose," Mobedshahi said of
\(»ittiiii
It, Bill Roths.
those who remember the Sainte Claire of the past. ’They
’rolics Hat ii voltintrtl.
ii lit -is
feel enormous emotion toward the building.
I( iiiivirss
nit ti bum;
According to Anthony Schuck, night
manager of the hotel, groups of 15 or were found living in two of the histom frolics.
more ptxsple would take tours when the
Missing windows. seats and sometime. !mgt. sew (ions
Sainte Claire first reopened in 1992.
ceiling: each piece had to be !hutch rafted tot
Often, visitors would cry, remembering of a side
Ii partit mIl.Iu t .11..
their wedding day or bar mitzvah.
"It’. alwass ii hallenge
wit w. an’t go to the !tulles
As with the Peralta-Fallon Complex. a
major part of the Sainte Claire renova- suwe lot pal is. sum have to makt them.- 1(wwth. said. [hirtion was funded by the redevelopment ing the restoration plot ess the sli liMeti S it ulloss old
agency, which allocated money toward drawings and go by photos ot lot mei ii..14 is
The Trolley Barn. established Hi I IN I . s
the hotel rather than toward building a
new structure at a different location (
all the work. headed is
this, Mobedshahi is
Benntat, an es Inc, hanical thane’ sill grateful.
has !sec.’s ins
the 111.14,1R ai
"(San Jose) is a city with a past. It’s a
(San Jose) is a city preservation
years, Fin shame to go and den( dish a building,"
I miles
Reimett
Mobedshahi said. "They can’t be
with
a
past.
It’s
a
t
lull II III ’.-t iii ills Ind
nmt
mi
replaced with ally money."
shame to go and
the.
Mobedshahi regards his restoration
of the Trolly Corporation.
of historical hotels simpli.
demolish a
Ittsi Dirition s,miI Bennett 11.4)4)11(1er’ to
"I care about what I wlw w. Everyone has
a national print ativertisement for a
building.’
a different taste life."
Frolics Rai ii %nista s a I h was
Restored lw hundreds of volin livers
from the estimated halt -dozen
from the non-profit San JOS(’ 111)11eV
t ars will make
COrpOralit Hi, six
Roth. lx.gaii helping lull alto kat ic
of limpertheir comeback after 56
anon. Using the same tracks used lw the light-rail sxstent ing of the Barn six wars ago (luting s isii Itt the I list,it,
trolleys will loll( iw First and Second streets, turning on cal NIuseilm.
"It’s the hest-kept secret in San.losw..-R .11 us
the two end-streetstif San Carlos and Devine.
A single trolley now openues ins the weekend: May 31 IS ako ,w tour guide for the Histin it al \lusettni, said.
"Es thu Is who enters the barn thinks it’s the best
will mark the beginning of dailY service.
-rhe first electrit trolley graced the streets of San Jose exhibit in the musentss. They start telling us about trolitt 1888, pswered In. an underground electrified nut. A leys iii then cif\
According to Bennett, those inlet ested in helping out
switch to the overhead wire took place in 1890 bew Anse
the undergo Hind rail ptised electrical problems sin Is as can just show up with then linsch. mull
eve’s! ’ruesshort-circuiting during rainy seasons.
day or Wednesday.
Growing automotive competititni remitted in the togle%
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Two U.S. Navy Ships Collide
MANAMA. Bahrain (AP)
A U.S. Navy frigate and an oil
tanker collided Wednesday while
the warship was refueling at sea
during a patrol in the Persian
Gulf. No injuries or major damage were reported.
Lt. Hal Pittman. a Navy
spokesman. said the cause of the

accident was still under investigation. He said it involved the guided missile frigate USS Reuben
James and the tanker USNS
Pecos.
Both ships "sustained minor
damage in the collision and were
able to continue their assigned
missions," he said.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
Are you that special girl that our
Dance Club is looking for?
Be your own boss.

trir

or Part or full time.
lir

Flexible shifts.

or Weekdays, Weekends,
day or night.
Your Hours, Your Schedule, Your Money Money Money!
Call for no obligation information Mon

ir

Must be 21 years old

Fri 8 Oaam II (X/a in

(408) 730-9873

INTERESTED IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING?
TARGET: SILICON VALLEY JOBS
Interested in preparing for a career in the semiconductor,
disk drive, environmental control or bio-technology
industries.’
Come to a CAREER EXPLORATION FAIR to
explore these opportunities:
When?

Tuesday, May 10
4 - 5:30 pm
Where? Engineenng 287

Bath
Salinas children
kidnapped by baby
sitter recovered
SAUNAS, Calif. (AP)
Two children allegedly kidnapped by a baby sitter hired
through a radio want-ad service were found safe today,
police said.
Some 30 officers and FBI
agents had spent the morning
searching for 3-year-old
Miguel Gomez Nunez and
6-week-old Israel Gomez
Nunez.
They were found at a bus
station after a driver saw them
and called authorities, said
Salinas police Lt. Robin StuThe 17-year-old baby sitter
was taken into custody, he
said.
spokeswoman
Police
Skeeter Innocenti said the girl
was undergoing questioning
this morning and had not
been charged.
The mother did not have
a full name or address for
the baby sitter, which complicated the search, investigators
said.
"We literally have no
idea who this woman is,"
police Li Robin Stuart said.
"I can’t even punch up a
criminal history on her. I can’t
run a DMV check on her. We
just don’t know who she is."

Reach the
SJSU market..
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

Attention
International
Students
Here is your step by step

JEWISH &
/0B HUNTING

guide to your Green Card.

Recent SJSU graduates will be there to tell you
about their experience in these industries.
Learn what Silicon Valley engineers do.
Discover engineering course and program options
that will help you gain entry to Silicon Valley jobs.

The mother, 26-year-ohl
kimez
Perez,
Amanda
sought a baby sitter several
days ago through radio
station KIGE, Stuart said. The
Spanish-language
station
broadcasts odd-job offers,
and people who want the jobs
contact the potential employers.
A woman named Claudia
responded to Perez’ offer and
they met several times over
the next three or four days
before Perez hired her.
"In defense of the mother,
I think that she was relatively
desperate for day care on
short notice," Stuart said.
Claudia stayed at Perez’
home overnight Monday, and
remained with the boys when
Perez left In work at a farm
at about 6 a.m. Tuesday, Stuart said.
They were gone when she
returned at about 3 p.m. Several bottles of formula and
about 30 disposable diapers
were missing, too.
FBI agents dusted Perez’
home for fingerprints and
questioned tesidents of an
apartment , tinplex in which
they think ( laudia may have
lived, Stuat t said.

Immigration information
and procedures on how to
obtain your Green Card.

Are you enthusiastic about your
Judaism? Would you like to pass
your knowledge on to Jewish
children?
We’re looking for people just like
you to teach in our religious
school & adsise our youth group.
CALL : Cheryl Seidman, Cong.
Shir Hadash
408 ) 358-1751

Send a self addressed
stamped envelope to:
P.O. Box 16655
Rocky River, Ohio 44116

Explore areas of concentration available through
the sponsoring departments.

From page 3
visit to Parliament as well as a
theater performance and a trip
to the Museum of London. The
other is a three-day, two-night
visit to York to tour the Roman
ruins, medieval walls and the
Viking Centre.
Besides visiting historic sites,
students can immediately jump
into the culture, living with
selected British host families.
Thymes said the Bath experience helped her as an American
to understand the foundation of
the United States’ culture. She
said getting used to the British
culture was difficult at first.
"Americans smile so big when
they meet people that the
British think it can’t be genuine.
For Europeans, friendship is
earned. It takes time. It’s not
instant. But once you become
friends, they are totally devoted
to you for life," she said, explaining that she still keeps in contact
with her host family.
Although Thymes is accustomed to the busy city life in her
hometown of San Francisco, she
enjoyed the charming, small
and slower-paced life of Bath.
Walking to school every day
along a river, Thymes said as an
African-American who comes
from a low-income home, the
experience of such a comfortable city was unique to her.
"I’ve never had this before.
There is no danger," she said.

llNiveusrry
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What may be stopping students in their tracks, however, is
the price tag. The complete trip
costs $4,520, including airfare,
field trips, host families and two
meals a day.
Sophomore art major Wonne
Lewis, who attended an informational meeting on Bath,
said she is interested in applying
for the program because her
ancestors came from England
and she feels it will be fascinating to travel throughout the
continent.
But Lewis said before she
decides, she must think about
the trip financially and academically.
Lewandowski said besides saying up money and asking parents, many students may be able
to qualify for financial aid, which
would at least cover the cost of
the trip.
"Many people invest in the
stock market, but the best investment is in your education and
yourself. Think of this opportunity as an investment in your
future," McCraw said.
Thymes agreed, saying the
trip was well worth the cost.
"It was a bargain. Unlike oneyear study-abroad programs, this
is only one semester," she said.
Students can still apply to the
program, but it is on a firstcome, first-served basis. Roughly
45 to 60 SJSU students will be
selected.

Gates takes stand in King trial
For- March 3, 1991 beating. The
LOS ANGELES (AP)
mer Police Chief Daryl Gates report concluded the LAPD was
jousted with Rodney King’s plagued with problems of racism
lawyer until a debate on racism and sexism.
cut short his trial testimony in a
King’s attorneys said they
civil lawsuit.
wanted to confront Gates with
In 20 minutes on the stand the commission’s evidence. But
Tuesday, Gates portrayed himself attorneys for the police officers
as a model to his officers.
King is suing objected that the
Gates’ return to the witness information was unrepresentastand today was delayed by legal tive and unreliable.
arguments over proposed use of
King has already been awardthe Christopher Commission ed $3.8 million from the city in
report in questioning the former compensatory damages for his
thief.
beating by white officers. Jurors
On Tuesday, Gates faced ques- now are weighing whether he
tioning about the Christopher should receive punitive damages
kimmission report, the blue-rib- from 15 individuals, including
bon panel appointed after King’s Gates.

Body Piercing

Available to Lower Division/Upper Division
Students.
Sponsored by the Departments of Chemical,
Materials, and Industrial & Systems Engineering.

as featured in the etc.

Custom Leather
Alterations
Novelties & Cards
B & D Equipment
Videos
Latex
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Responsible choices =
safe choices
PEP Center (Prevention Education Program) 4’4-5945
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Access!

The easy.-tc,---Jse CP&P Job Hotline A..rs
free use for SJSU students
244tour access to job listings
information regarding upcoming events and
programs offered by CP&P.
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CAREER FAIR
May 18, 1994
OLDE, America’s Full Service Discount Broker" is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on May 18, 1994.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
1)etroi t, MI 48226

AOOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSI awl ‘AIN
An Equal ()pportunaN I luplin vr
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World Events

Palestinians and Israelis
achieve historic accord
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) Once again, Yitzhak
Rabin and Yasser Arafat
marked a historic occasion with
a handshake. But even the
euphoria of that moment
Wednesday contained signs of
lingering problems.
At the last minute the glittering ceremony was almost
derailed when Palestinian leader
Arafat strode from the stage,
refusing to sign six maps that
accompanied the 450-page

11
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Five tense minutes later the
dispute was resolved when Israeli
Prime Minister Rabin agreed to
provide a letter stating that the
boundaries of the West Bank
town ofJericho remained to be
determined.
The world witnessed the tip
of the iceberg of the problems
we shall have to overcome,"
Rabin told the 2,500 people
invited to witness the signing.
With that, the ceremony to
implement Palestinian self-rule
and Jericho proceeded.
in

The parties had to overcome generations of hostility.
mistrust and extremist violence.
The agreement, mediated by
Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak and Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, ends 27
years of Israeli control of Gaza,
with its 750,000 Palestinian residents, and Jericho. There are
5,(XX) Palestinians in the biblical
city conquered by Joshua and
5,000 in refugee camps outside.
"Chairman Arafat, our partner on a very difficult journey,
we did it," Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres beamed at the
PLO chairman.
"Today, we welcome our
Palestinian friends as neighbors," he said.
Some 40 countries were represented at the ceremony, 17 by
foreign ministers. The agreement implements the Palestinian self-rule declaration signed
by Israel and the PLO on the
White House lawn last September with the blessing of President Clinton.

Classz fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified ccrianns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
arid offerings we not approved or
%settled by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH?
Are you tired of feeling broke after
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers
students discounted longdistance
service. Easily cut your telephone
costs by more than 30% & save
money. Send $5.00 8, SASE for
info packet & start saving now:
Savings Of Consumer Resources
(S.O.C.R.) P.O. Bat 21345, Sal Jose.
CA 95151.
100% PURE ADRENAUNE 111111
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydrver. starting with a sh
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned arid operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)6347575.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655.3225.
MODELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES.
Local agent seeks iresh talent.
Nationwide exposure possible.
Call 249.9737 or FAX 2491233.

VOLUNTEERS
DO YOU LOVE BABES &TCCOLERS?
Non-broth Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in doveitown
San Jose. Tue. 10am 3pm.. Wed.
9am - Noon, Thur. 5:30Pm 8Pe"i
Call Child Watch at 288.6200.
BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work. OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-21321

FOR SALE
SYNCHRONIZED ACTION SKIER.
Cross country exercise machine.
Pro-Form lifestyle 2000. Was time,
speed & distance monitor. Xlnt
cond. Like new. 540. /0.8.0.
Call 227-1145

AUTO FOR SALE
JEEPS FOR 1152.50. For a free
information package write to: JFC.
Dept. C -S1, PO Box 2702, Daly
City, CA 94017-2702.

EMPLOYMENT
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
THE SPARTAN DAILY Is accepting
applications for Fail ’94 semester.
HOURS: 7:00 air -900 am.
DAYS: Monday through Friday.
PAY: $5.00/hour. Paid monthly.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
campus& recycle old newspapers
Into the campus recycling bins.
Cal. License & OMV printout is
required, if hired. Apply at the
Stirlen Daily, Dwight Bente’ Hall,
Room 203, now through May 27.
1994. For info: call 924-3277 or
924-3283.
TEACIINII/ACES FT/Pr POSMONS
Long & Short Term. We can offer
competitive wages & work w/your
schedule. Start IMMEDIATELY!
ChoiceCare Temps 4082277209.

Palestinian radicals
protest Cairo accord

Second Cabinet member resigns
in Spain’s corruption scandal
EMADRID, Spain (AP) Caught up in a mounting
crisis of corruption scandals, Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez accepted the surprise resignation Wednesday of his agriculture minister, the second Cabinet member to resign in five
days.
Less than two hours later,
police arrested Mariano Rubio,
former governor of the Bank of
Spain, and investment broker
Manuel de la Concha.
Agriculture Minister Vicente

ACUFACTS, INC.
Secunty guards/patrol officers
Full-time/Parttime. All shifts.
Apply Mon. -Fri. Eiarn-6prn.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(408) 2865880.
UFEGUARDS NEEDED at Almaden
Lake Park now! Looking for
athletic and experienced guards.
Starting $7.50/hr. Call 277-5130
for info. Apply by May 6.
DOES YOUR SUPINIER JOB SUCK?
Check out the Southwestern
program. Earn $1880. per month
along with great resume
experience. Final interviews held
today, May 5. at 3:50 and 5:50 in
BC 200 or call 1.8004094001.

Albero told reporters he was
resigning because of his failure
to account for investment earnings on tax declarations.
De la Concha had handled
some of Albero’s investments
and was said to have benefited
from inside information provided by Rubio.
The resignation and arrests
appeared directly related to corruption scandals that have
rocked Gonzalez’s government
this spring.

SIDON, Lebanon (AP) Palestinian refugees in
Lebanon raised bla( k flags
of if looming today to protest the
signing of the Palestinian autonomy agreem(’nt.
A protest that grew in the Ein
el-Hilweh camp, the largest in
Lebanon with 60,000 residents,
was quickly quelled by supporters of the PLO’s mainstream
Fatah faction, which is loyal to
Yasser Arafat.
The Fatah backers dispersed
crowds, removed barricades of
burning tires and started foot
patrols. Most shops remained
open, hut schools were closed.
Black flags spanning the
camp’s alleys voiced some
refugees’ protests: "Down with
the Accord of Treason."
Flags of mourning fluttered
on the roofs of ramshackle houses in the Sabra and Chatilla
camps in Beirut and the Nahr elBared and Baddawi shantytowns
in northern Lebanon.
Most of the 400,000 Palestinian refugees in Lebanon fled or
were evicted when Israel was created in 1948. Their future is

uncertain, unlike the 1967
refugees, many of whom will be
allowed back to the autonomous
territories.
"There is nothing for us in
this deal," said Jumad Moussa, a
1948 refugee from Haifa, who
now resides in Beirut’s camps.
Our fate is now in the hands
of God,’ said Mohammed Abbas
Ashrani, who settled in Beirut in
1958. "We don’t know what the
future holds for us now."
Radical Palestinian factions
that have long pledged to wreck
the peace process called for new
protests today.
In Damascus, Syria, Col.
Saeed Mousa, leader of the
Fatah-Uprising group, which
opposes Arafat, cursed the PLO
leader as he and others watched
the Cairo signing live on television.
Joining in a chorus of curses
were Ahmad Jibril, a former Syrian army captain who heads the
Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine-General Command,
and Isam al-Kadi, leader of the
Saiqa faction, reporters present
said.

Phone: 924-3277

DELIVERY EVES 5.9. Hourly + tips. MARKETING COORDINATOR
Many different restaurants. West National insurance brokerage
51 area. Own car +ins. 369-9401. seeks Jr. or Sr. business major
to provide customer service and
STORYBOARD ARTIST FOR FILM followup. 9 3, M F. $7/hr. plus
Project. Want fresh approach. Call incentive plan. N/S. Apply at
1860 S. Bascom Ave. Campbell,
415.371-9386. leave message.
TEACHERS
PRESCHOOL/ELEM CHILDCARE
Min. 6 ECE units required.
South Valley Fondly YMCA
now accepting applications for
creative energetic staff
to join our tearr
Also need assistant director.
Call 2269622 now.

Thursday. May 3, 1961

EARN GREAT MONEY!
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
seeks motivated individuals With
good people skills. PT/FT.
Training provided.
408-262-1442.

NOW HIRING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Reps. HT arc FT. for the Spring
and Summer. In Downtown Palo
Alto. Good phone skills, organized,
friendly, and hard workirg a must.
Please call 1/800-392-1386 for
more info.

WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and room
mates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
TEACH ENGLISH n Japan &Taman? rate. 1750 Stokes St.
Eam $15.45/hr. Openings now! No
eqa nee. For guide listing 50 schools APARTMENT -7th & Reed. 2 br.
in all cities, addr., tell, salary, 1 ba. Free cable TV, parking. Vat
perks. nah $5.03 + sase: Jots, Chen 6/1.6650/mo. lease. 268.0439.
611 Taylor Wy Belmont CA 94002.

OPPORTUNITIES
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
S HOME - BASED BUSINESS
Call 1-800436-4365 ext. P3310.
Home based businesses are
SECURITY- $7.00’mS12.00/N. growing at an alarming rate.
Security / Control Center,’ EMT’s Cash in on this money making
Weekly Pay Checks.
opportunity and get your share
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay. of this multi-million dollar
Full-time or Part-time.
a year legitimate industry.
Sites. Aft. View/Milpitas/S1/S Clara "No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as 650,000.
No experience Necessary.
within the next 3 months.
Day shift starts: 6,7 or 8 am.
HURRY! Please send $5.00.
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm. for an informational packet. to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
Apply. 8am - 5pm, Mon. - Fri.
San Jose. CA 95157-0325.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.

AA CRUISE & TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big 55$ + travel the
world free! (Caribbean. Europe.
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy saing &
summer seasons approaching.
CPA CANDIDATES Accounting Free student travel club memberfirm offers 12 hours per week ship! Cal (919) 9294398 ext. C181.
during school. Will train. Fr/So
LOOKING FOR A FUN JOB?
status only. Good language.
Need painters/marketers.
3717445.8 10 am only.
No exp. nec. Must be motivated
painters start at $6.- 8./hr.
CHILDCARE PART TIME. Two
Call Steve at (408)631-1583.
children, approx. 20 hrs/wk, my
home, near SJSU, parking avail.
PAINTER, SUMMER FULL-TIME.
Call Julie at 9984528.
Good pay, Cup/Sar/Los Gatos.
DAY CARE: Dependable, caring Apply now: 141514976876.
person needed to provide after,
school care in my home for 2
children with disabilities, ages
Certain advertisements in
9 & 13. 4.5 days/wk, 1:30pm
these columns may refer
5:30pm. $6 per hour to start. Cad
the reader to specific
Jamie at (408) 281 1420.
telephone numbers or
fa additional
addresses
FEMALE house director
WANT
Information. Classified
4 sorority. Free room/private batn
be remindreaders
should
in exchange 4 minimal housing
ed that, when making
supervision. 8/94.5/95. Call
hither
these
contact,
Karen Ryan 8 268,2831.
they shouid require corn.
thete information before
APT. MAINTENANCE/GENERAL
sending
money for goods
cleariuswork. Painting, gardening,
a services in a:Ireton,
etc. To $10/hr. dep. on caper.
should carefully
readers
Spot work thru July. Full time July
investigate firms offering
23 Aug 5.208344-8006.
employment
listings or coupons for
JEPPESEN, A LEADER in computer
discount vacations or
aviator, services, Inc an immediate
merchandise.
science
for
a
computer
opening
major, junior or senior level, as a
part-time summer intern in our
DataCenter, Experience in data
communication, ie. Networks, RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
specifically Novel is required. summer! Summer management
Send resumes to Jeppesen internships available with
Painting.
Works
DataPlan, Human Resources, Student
121 Albright Way. Los Gatos. CA For info call 1-800295.9675.
95030. EOE, A/A.M.F.D.V
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
SALES STOCKBROKER TRAINEE Earn up to $8.000." intro months
oppty for hardworkirg enthusiastic Room & board! Transportation:
college grads. Excellent training. Male/Female. No experience
Send resume: WRC, P.O. Box necessary! (206) 545-4155 en
A6041.
6400. San Mateo, CA 94403.
RESTAURANT FOOD SERVERS. FEMALES MODELS for Silicon
Flexible schedules. Apply 2-4, M-F. Valley posters/postcards. Contact
Chili’s.300WCalaveras, Milpitas. Joe Anthony 8 Silicon Valley
Scenes (40812476779.
COUNSELOR/SIULLS TRAINER to
work with DD adults. 6 rno exp. ALASKA FISHERIES Summer
$6./hour. Fremont 5102260505. employment. Earn up to $15.000
this summer in canneries, procesACCOUNTING STUDENT Part sors, etc. Male/female. No exp.
time to assist CPA with ongoing necessary. Room/board/travel
project in Fremont. General often provided! Guaranteed suc
office knowledge helpful. cess! (919) 929-4398 ext. A181
(510) 256-7930.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS to $2.000+;mo. or Cruise Ships
Currently hiring for various full & or LandTour companies. Summer
part- time teaching positions for & full-time employment available
preschools & school-age programs No experience necessary. Cali
(extended day care). ECE units 1-2066340468 ext. C6041.
required for both preschool &
schOthage programs or elementary WORK IN THE WILDI Tour guide,
education units may apply for dude ranch, instructor, lifeguard.
school-age programs only. Wen. trail maintenance. hotel staff, fire
ence preferred. Substitute posi- fighter & volunteer & government
tions available, flexible schedule positions available at nationai
does not interfere with your school parks Bcellent benefits +bonuses’
or study time! Advancement poor Over 25,000 openings! Apply now
tunities available with our 20 for best positions For more info
schools located throughout the bay call: 1-2065454804 ext N6041
area. Medical/Dental benefits
available for full-time employees. S780/WK. ALASKA FISHERIES
Please call 408/257-7326 to this summer. Maritime Services
discuss your interest 8, availability. 1-2068800219

ROOMMATES
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES LOOKING
for a third. 1 blk from campus.
Large 3 tx./2 be. Pool. PC. parking.
$310.00 Call Christy at 279,9630.

AUTO INSURANCE
WRITING HELP. Professional
Campus Insurance Service
editing, rewriting, proofing. ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
Special Student Programs
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
Serving SJSU for 20 years
more info please call Dave Bolick,
"Great Rates for Good Dreers"
5104301-9554. VISA/MASTER- "Good Rates for Non.G000 Drivers’
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0 K.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student" -Family Multicar"
PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Give yourself a healthy gift
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
you can afford. 1 hr session
NO OBLIGATION
$25.001!
kso open Saturdays 9-2.
Swedish or sports massage.
House calls aiso Call Paul at
736-0929
RESUME AND INTERVIEW
services and consultation from
a member of the business
and employment community.
Starting at 650. Rob Gelphman
Associates. 451-8420.

MALE WANTED TO SNARE 2 bdms.
2 bath apt. near Hamilton & 17.
Private room & bath. Pool, weight
room, covered parking. $435./mo.
Paul 3742909.

50% DISCOU(T1
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lee - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1994
40637631500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. $17,
Campbell. CA 95008.

SERVICE$

FREE SERVICES to currently
enrolled students. CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
RENTAL HOUSING
offers job listings. job search
assistance, job fairs, career
WALK TO SJSU - GREAT DEALII1 counseling, interest testing,
Very clean & quiet. 1 br./1 ba. career workshops, and career
$550. 2 br./1 ba. $685. Laundry /employer info. Register for the
& parking. Call (408)486-9485.
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
or call 9246033 for details.
BRAND NEW EVERYTHINGI
Be the first to occupy these PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
newly upgraded units. Studios, w/B.A. and 15 years experience
one and two bedrooms from is now accepting students wishing
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU. to excel at guitar or bass All
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about levels and styles apply: Beginning,
move in bonus. $400. dep. Intermediate, and advanced in
No pets. 55 South 6th St. jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk,
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
408-292-5174.
4082986124.
2 Bedroom Apartment S750/mo.
ELECTROLYSIS CUM.
Security type building
Unwanted haw removed forever.
Secure Parking
Specialist. Confidential.
Close In
Modem Buiidirg
Your own probe or disposable.
Free Basic Cable service
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 2956893.
STUDENT MASSAGE! 23 year
old offers healthy, full body
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. Physical Therapy Massage.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows. Minorities encouraged too.
miniblinds. new appliances Myself: Honest & nice appearance.
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. Page 552-0885 for callback
Neutral carpet, intercom entry. from Robert.
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALLI
campus. 2 persons Olt Rent from PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us perma2974705,
nently remove your unwanted hair.
780 S. illth STREET APTS. Large Back Chest - Lip Bikini Chin 2 bdrm./2 ba. $745. -$795. /mo. TUferrly etc. Students & faculty
Responsive management. Walk or receive 15% discount. First appt.
ride bike to school. Very clean. 1/2 price if made before June 30.
roomy 8, remodeled. Secured 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable 621 E. Campbell Ave. $17.
TV. Ample parking. Call 288.9157. Campbell . (40811793500.

FAX: 9243282

AFFORDABLE
LEGAL CLINIC
Attorneys & paralegais
Immigration
Divorce
Traffic Problems
Personal Injury
Bankruptcy
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

TRAVEL

CATCH A JET!
Europe $269
New York $129.
Call for program description!
A1RHITCH 0 14003974098.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEU
Discount air tickets to Europe
arid the Orient Special London
summer fare - S498. R/T.
Buy now for the summer season
Special student fares. Call now!
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
1-800-690-9030,
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe?
Cali for low air fares.
Great law prices for cruises too!
Make your vacation plans now.
Call Arlene 408997-3647.

WORD PROCESSING

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science arid English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser print.
ing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449
*l HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00
Resumes, term papers 8, theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie -445-0707.
EXPERIENCED Woad PFOCONOI.
Retired secretary. Let me do
the typing!! Resumes, term
papers, theses. etc. Grad
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Nortary Public. Appointment
necessary. Call Anna at
972-4992.
WORD PROC: term papers &
,,mes (Ty
theses
el.- 445-9678
KasYwARDFREhiONTUNION CITY
Wccpocess ng and typing.
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA. and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441.0504.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. ApA.- 201,5 PROFESSIONAL Expoionoe.
& transcription for ALL your
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING. Term papers Group projects
-- - --cluding COLOR. Copying.
all subjects. Versatile, expert Thesis Letters Applicatio-& FAX available. Pick UP
service. Fast turnaround. Free FAX Resumes *Tape trahsrrrrt-or
Nursing/Math/Scdh i
REASONABLE RATES.
delivery. 800-777-7901.
Laser printer. Day-ess & satisfaction
en
7 days SUZANNE. 446 5658
Tutoring available
LEGAL SERVICES
. ,cts. Contact Candi
Criminal Defense
aet14
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Drunk Driving
Theses, term papers
Theft Charges
projects, resumes, letters, etc.
Drug Charges
SCHOLARSHIP SERV,
All formats, especia’
Personal Injury
Experienced. depend&
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
return. Transcriptions a.:.
5$BILLIONSi.,,.netayour
Slip 8, Fall injuries
Almaden / Branham ded eccuat cr
stccents qualify!
No fee if no recovery
Call Linda (408)2644604.
Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. *336. San.icee
CAU. MARCIA 2869448
CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
Tel: 408.971-3661.
for Word Processing Sences
The private sector wants to fund
Edit & Format Specialist for
your education! Billions of $8 n
CHIROPRACTIC INTERN
corporate financial aid goes
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
looking for patients for college
APA Tustin MLA
unclaimed each year. Why?
clinic. Sliding scale fee.
Phrasing
Punct.,
Grammar.
People don’t know where or how
248-3188.
Oliva:
Lee
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
Tables. Graphs, & Charts.
into this valuable resource
Will also edit disks.
600 op Laser Printing
Call now: 408236-3747.
INSURANCE
Resumes/Cover Letters
Intimation. Station& Wotan. $S MONEY FOR COLLEGE SS
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
10 minutes from campus!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Schoidrsh.p
Auto, Jet Si,. Motorcycle.
-;
RESUMES GRADUATES! Job guaranteed! FREE info.- yr
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
search has started & you need to booklet! 24 hour recoding’
-Aiumni" serveg "Students market yourseir Res.. coy, letter, Call now! Toll Free!
..Talk to me. I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic7 refer.. etc. Cali Beth 0927-8746. 1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.
Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open or Sat/Sur wrth apot only!

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here, i

ine is 30 spaces. including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

OLOOLLJL=DOLJEDOMOODOEEELIEDELJE
OOOODOOODMOODOEMEEDIOODEflEDEE
DOMOOMEEOMEDOMMEODOMEDOE
-10017771OOF’"’-raJMOLIEE7--Please check
one classification:

Ad Rates: 2-I.ne
3 lines
411n..
5 linos
8 linos
5’ l. -31

Ono
Day
$5
$5
$7
$S
5 additional

Two
Days
57
$S
$9
$10
line

Three
Days
59
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
511
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$16
$16

After the fifth day, net. Increases by $1 per day .
; es) set in bold fa no extra r i
,writs available in bold for $ .

SEMESTER RATES’
3-9 lines $70 10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110
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K9
COMPANIONS

UPD canine program
threatened by ailment
By DImula Wood
Write’

Stiutui bath Suit

The K-9 program at SJSU may be in jeopardy
:when ailments cause one dug to retire.
officers join
K-9 units are teams
up with Germaii shepherds in alliances
-that last sears. One of these partnerships will
soon be over when Anschi, a 4-year-old UPD
dog, retires.
Anschi has teamed up with officer Michelle
Henderson for three years. A few weeks ago
Henderson discoyei et I Anschi has hip dysplasia.
a condition in whii ii the hip socket degenerates. There is no wa to treat the problem and
keep her fit for active duty., said UPD Lt. Bruce
Lowe.
University Police has two K-9 units at the
station. The dogs. Anschi and Mijo. plaY a
dual role. They are trained to prole( I officers
and apprehend dangerous suspects while
they also act to bring a c, ii tier image to police
work.

K-9 arrests
1Then Henderson pulls soinconc over, she
leaves the car door or window open so Anschi can
get out if she is needed.
lthen I make an arrest, she doesn’t like
other people to come up to the window
and block her view. She’ll try to look around
them. She just watches me like a hawk," Henderson said.
According to Henderson, if she were threatened
or in trouble. Anschi would jump out of the car
and get involved.
if anyone wanted to fight me, they’d have
to fight her, too. She would fight to the
death i for me," she said. "But she’s been mostly a
deterrent.
"One time I was arresting a drunk guy ... He
wasn’t resisting me: he was just sloppy drunk. She
jumped out of the car. but she listens to us, no matter what. If I tell her no. to stay. she will. Discipline
is what’s important."
UPI) K19 officer Brad Johnson handles
MO. Johnson said Mijo makes people give him
respect.
Once Mijo helped him disarm a suspect who
would not drop a gun.
"He wasn’t listening. He had the gun
up and wouldn’t drop it," Johnson said.
Johnson called Mijo out of the car. The
man then saw the dog coming and dropped the
gun.
According to Johnson, it is difficult for the
dogs to search campus buildings for suspects
because there are alwass other people in the buildings, such as custodians or students.

UPD Officer Michelle Henderson plays frisbee at south campus with her partner
Anshi, a German Shepherd. Henderson used to take Anschi out to exercise all the

Public relations
The main role of the dogs is public relations.
K-9 units are expected to do a lot of foot patrol.
"They’re a good tool for public contact. Everybody wants to pet the dog. It gives the officer something in common with the public," Johnson said.
Henderson said student reaction is mixed.
"Some see her as an oppressive, intimidating
type of thing. That’s not her purpose. The dog
goes where I go," Henderson said.
Johnson said some people come up to him and
talk about the dog, while others are afraid. Most
people react positively, he said.

UPD gets wrong dog
Both Anschi and MO went through
"Schutzhund" training in Germans. ’Mk is a German method of training shepherds. K-9 officers
still speak to the dogs in German.
UPD purchased each dog for about $5,500.
According to Henderson. Anschi had just come
over from Germany. The company told UPD the
dog was 2 1/2 years old and that the dog’s name
Was Ira.

"She had just come over and she hated me,"
Ilenderson said. "I wasn’t her owner and I was trying to make her do all these things. It was a really
frustrating two weeks.
"She ate my hotel room. We stepped out and
she ate her way out of an airline kennel," Henderson said. Damage included drapes, lampshades. a
bedspread and lier clothes.
According to Henderson, the dog never
responded when she called her Ira. UPD eventualdiscovered she wasn’t Ira after all.
Her name was Anschi and she was only 13
months old.

ABOVE Michelle Henderson and Anschi have lived and worked together as
a team for three years.
RIGHT: Henderson and Anschi patrol SJSU on foot once a day, For Anschi’s
sake. Henderson prefers to walk in the morning while it is still cool.

Photos by Andy Barron

time, but has cut back because the dog suffers from hip dysplasia a condition
in which the hip socket degenerates. The pair is one of two UPD K-9 units.

"She was still a puppy and she was really freaked
out," Henderson said.
It took Anschi six months to get used to Henderson and accept her authority. Every day she
challenged her, Henderson said.
"Dogs are pack animals. Their natural instinct is
to be top dog." Henderson said. "Once she took
off running when I asked her to stay. I had to
throw her clown and make her stay. It scared the
hell out of me."

Training for attack work
Anschi was bred for police work. Her sister is a
police dog in Germany. Gentle obedience training
begins when the dog is
six months old. According to Henderson, she
was encouraged to play
tug-of-war and other
games. Slowly the dog
gets trained for attack
work.
Henderson said the
training needs to be fun
for the (logs. They don’t
really get punished if
they do it wrong.
Because dogs are naturally protective of their
handlers, they are easily
trainable. The training
and games are slowly worked in until the dog is
willing to do all of the work, Henderson said.
UPD dogs are trained for tracking and searching. They are also trained to protect their handler
or "guard and bark." If the suspect runs, the dog
will chase them down.According to Henderson,
Anschi is trained to grab hold of anything she can.
"If they grab you by the leg, usuaily you’re going

to fall down. She’s trained to ii .11) the first thing
she can reach," Ilendersi in said.
"She has really high di iyes. She loves tuc hasc
the bad guys during training. She’ll run Ion \ aids
and tackle them."
Sehotihttml training prepates Mc (10,4, 11.i
police work, but this !mist adiiisi in small
such as getting used to police Shen, and equip.11.
ment and learning licit to lease
"We take what this ye leat mil and apply it to
police work:11(11(41st in said. "I had a hal. in Mai
kept whacking her on the head. She had ti cc lji ’I
to walking a little bit ion 110111 me."
Although the (lc lgs ciii iii 10 hours a week, Henderson said they I ichtIi iii tic’ scci k.
"she
to conic iii
wink ssiili me. She gels
to %%All: .110tind Oh ccc
and p11,1%. She gels .111(.11
huh I lumrs a (la\
(lOg Ili,t1
1/1/114 ’Ned
gels J11414114411 (Mk ,114.11
its 41\ I ilIS ,414’
11141141ci Soil Najd ii
clii tic011 tic eae 011 lull
icrItii liii ecketul
bet ;nisi. tit \itsi Iii
"I
hel .11 111% parents’ ’she’s named lii
leap six -10,,t lem es. It
Ss as like a game to her.
She \mold jump over the
fence, they would go out to chase het and she
feticet."
would jump back over (iiiside

K-9 program at risk
According to I lendci son. Austin li
41444 ic i;1’44 44141 clip. 4\
ReCelltIV IfelHICESI at
ing herself anynx
"She loves to play ball and h ishee, but slit
wouldn’t want to play ain’t a hilc. I tised to think
she was in a bad wood. but she kept doing it (1101
wanting to 1. is I (Ivry day."
This was is hen I lenderst in dist tieicd Anschi
lim% much longer
has hip dsplasia. It is not
Anschi can set ye on the liirce.
Johnson said Anschi whimpers a lot in pain. Ile
was pessimistic about her ability to remain on the
force for much longer.
Hendermin said ii is difficult for her to accept
Anschi’s condition. Slii is only low years old and
still has the drive and enthusiasm to do the wot k.
Police dogs usually serve at least lb e to eight seats.
depending on their health and di ic-.
"You !XIV thu,itsutiicls atid ’114411s:110s 4414411W sic ci
a dog and they’re supposed to be gnat an iced."
Henderson said.
University Police has had about 10 dogs it) the
K-9 program over the last 15 ears. A number of
them have won state-wide .iwirds in the police
olsmpics. According to I AMC. 1114’ department !midget currently has no hinds set aside for the purchase. of a new canine once Anschi retires.
After police dc cgs retire, they often live a typical
dog’s life with dait handlers. According to I lendermal, technicalk this ale still state property, but
when they are reit toyed ii an the force, they usually become regular pets.
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Cover photo by
Ken Statham
The tattooing process involves needles piercing the top four layers
of skin and pushing ink into the
fifth. Tattoos take about three
weeks to heal and can only be
removed by laser surgery.

STOREWIDE ANNIVERSARY SALE
8, Other Items
10% OFF Jewelry
excludimp000ks, labor 6 claxwe
.20%0FFWIlfa:45,;41,m4tX
*."t
’4\.. ’s

BAL’BEP‘.
WtelALIZING IN EX6TIC StADS

720 Villa Street
(Between Castro & Hope St.)
Pownt,own Mountain View (415) 967-7556
(wholesale customers take an acklit.ional 5% off)
mius5m94

GQAND OPENING
$1-50
Samuel Adams
16 oz.

late Hours
on weekends

$2.00 Pitcher

for 1

expresso bar drinks

anctiamo
pizza & caffe
expires May 10, 1994
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perfect marriage. She has a job
been thinking a lot
I’ve
where she imagine this
about my mother lately,
is respected, she has a beautiful
which seems approprihouse in the suburbs and now
ate, Mother’s Day being Sunthey’re talking about children.
day and all.
It’s a great setup for me, I
I’ve been thinking about
am able to realize, with the
what kind of things I would
proper perspective. I can play
do differently if I had a
with the darling little tykes
daughter. Actually, I’ve
and hand them back to
always thought about how
Mommy when it’s diapermuch I’d do differently. It’s
only recently that I’ve realized changing time. I can tell them
embarrassing stories about
how many things I’d do the
their mothsame. Scary.
Tick lock.
’3’m not exactly over er at Judas
I will not,
the kill, 641- J’ve been Priest conhowever, give in
certs and
climbino awkile.’
how much
to using the infashe used to
mous Mothers’
ditch
Curse:
"I hope someday you have
school. I can hear all the
a daughter just like you."
mushy details of their first
No. That’s not funny, Mom. loves and they will of course
Take it back.
love me more. I am completely capable of being The Cool
Tick lock. Tick lock
Aunt From Hell. I’ll get the
I can honestly take credit
for each and every one of my
opportunity to screw up a
couple of kids without ever
mother’s gray hairs. She has
earned them fair and square
waking up for a single two
and can tell you a Holly horo’clock feeding.
Tick lock. Tick lock. Tick tack.
ror story to go with each of
them.
I love babies, but I’m not so
I don’t worry about that.
sure that I need to have one. I
I’ve already vowed to be a
can’t even keep a plant alive
blonde for life, but the ulcers.
for more than a couple weeks,
Those I’m worried about.
so I’m pretty sure I’d make a
This has all come up as I’ve rotten mother.
discussed the idea of marriage
Or maybe not. lam, after
and children with my best
all, the expert on everything
friend, Nicci.
my mother did wrong
No, not to each other.
aren’t we all?
I must admit I feel a bit
This train of thought probainadequate. My younger sister bly seems a bit premature,
has just made it to the third
with my not being able to get
anniversary of a nauseatingly
a date and all, but I am 25

years old. I’m not exactly over
the hill, but I’ve been climbing
awhile.
Tick lock. Tick lock. Tick lock.
Tick lock.
Enough already! I hear it!
Okay, the truth: I’m starting
to worry. I have no problem
waiting another fifteen years
for "true love" if there is
such a thing. But if I wait that
long, get married and wait
another five years before having a baby, I’ll be ... Let’s,
see.... I’ll be. Holy Cow! I’ll be
OLD! I’ll be FORTY-FIVE!
As soon as I quit buying
diapers for the baby, I’ll be
buying them for myself.
I’m depressed.
Tick lock.
There have got to people
who lead perfectly full lives
without ever preparing bottles, helping with homework
or lending their cars to miniature people. Right? Right???!
Of course there are. But will
I be one of them? Or will I just
think I’m one of them and
suddenly realize, at 50, that
I’m not and spend my remaining years in a retirement home
without a single kid to complain about for not visiting
me?
I don’t know when the
time runs out, but I’ll concentrate on graduating from
college first.
Thanks, Mom.
Holly Celeste Fisk

Free slice of cheese

pizza with any slice
of Bud or Miller
pizza
lg.
of
purchased
w/purchase
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MOVIES
Liege usually means
students going to
C classes, taking exams,
getting grades and squeezing
in a social life on the weekend.
Not at "PCU."
"You can major in Gameboy if you know how to B.S."
With the increasing need
to be politically correct, everybody at Port Chester University has a cause. Students seem
to major in protest. Say the
wrong thing, or oppose the
wrong cause and you’re bound
to be chased by any group of
committed students whose
mission is to make your life
miserable.
That is the lesson that
incoming freshman Tom
Lawrence (Chris Young) had to
learn.
Tom is naive and unprepared for modern college life.
He goes to visit "PCU" to
determine if he’d like to attend
in the fall.
Droz (Jeremy Piven), the
leader of the Pit, is assigned to
show the freshman around.
The Pit is a dorm decorated
with beer bottles which houses
a coed group of under-achievers who have no desire to be
politically correct. In the Pit, all

Partying at "PCU"

PUT YOUR VALUABLES
IN A SAFE PUCE.

Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer. In a
without one, you are five times as likely to suffer a serious head injury cra,h
than a helmeted rider. No matter how short your ride. wear a helmet IC, it
the best protection for your most valuable ie;set MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

iN bl U’S
From left to right, Jake Beecham is Dave #1, Darin u
Heames is Dave #2, Chris Young is Tom, Jeremy
Piven is Droz and Alex Desert is Mullaney in "PCU.’
behavior is accepted and no
lifestyle is too bizarre.
For that reason, many
groups on campus conspire to
close it down. One of the main
conspirators in Rand McPherson (David Spade of "Saturday
Night Live"). He’s the leader of
a wealthy frat that despises
anyone who is poor, including
everybody who lives in the Pit.
The movie’s main event is
the blowout party thrown at
the Pit. The party scene features a guest performance by
the funk master himself,
George Clinton, and his band

114 Photo

Parliament Funkadelic.
"PCU" is a nice blend of outlandish comedy with a
smidgen of romance. The
movie dares to poke fun at the
political correctness issue,
which gives it that interesting
twist.
"PCU" is a modern
"Revenge of the Nerds." It’s
one of those so-stupid-it’sfunny types of comedy. If you
like movies with wild, unique
and simply crazy characters,
you’ll like "PCU."
Joan Burke

CHINESE CUISINE. FOOD TO GO
-Mandarin & Szcchuan Cuisinc
*Box Lunches To Go
OPEN DAILY
*Lunch & Dinner
II30900
*Catering Available
294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th Streets

10% OFF 1
I Come taste our authentic mexican foods. I
I
All of our entrees are under $6.95!
I

’T

J . is is open till 3am Thurs.-Sat. I
1 Oam- lOpm Monday- Wednesday

Located between 2nd &3rd
at 71 E. San Fernando St.

1298-5030
EXPIRES 5-20-94

Student Travel Discounts
for Summer Break
Traveling by land. ,:ea
or air, UCHIDA can get
you there for less!

UCHIDA TRAVEL is the

2 Night
AnaheimPackage
$1.33 per person
Includes 2 days of accomcxlanon,
ind park admnslon Land only

Cabo
$279

preferred Spartan travel
agency. Call them for all
of you travel needs.

rre7-f.

Includes 3 nights a
modations
3,r and land transportation to Cal,,

293-3399

Honolulu
$219
RT air only

t4r

London
$398
A FULL SERVICE AGENCY

ETCETERA

RT air only
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TATTOOS:
A legal addiction
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the past, tattoos seemed
to be associated with
In
Harley-ridin’, long-haired
bikers. Even before that, tattoos
(from the Tahitian "tatau" ) were
once worn primarily by soldiers,
sailors and other men who wanted to display their masculinity.
Their exclusivity has vanished
and since trickled down to
younger men and women alike.
Mari Deviwe, part owner of
Tattoos R Us in San Jose, says she
has noticed an increase in customers and their diversity. She
doesn’t see a lot of the college
crowd, but customers range in
age from 18 to 40.
Deviwe attributes tattoos’
recent surge in popularity to the
exposure in the media that tattoos get.
"They’re on commercials, in
magazines. They’re more out in
the public now," she says.
"They’re getting more accepted."
Little G, part owner, says that
tattoos have become increasingly
popular since the 1970s.
What about the pain? Little G
says it hurts, but the more it’s
done, the easier it is to get used
to.
"It’s like piercing. You feel it,
but you get used to it. No pain,
no gain, right?" he says.
Little G, who has tattoos all
over his body, can attest to the
fact that the rib cage is the most
painful part of the body to have
tattooed. He has a samurai warrior on the right side of his upper
torso.
According to Little G, the least
painful parts of the body to tattoo
are the arms and legs. And
women have a higher pain tolerance than men.
"Most men are indecisive.
They’re always saying ’oh,
should I get this?" he says.
Little G discourages getting
drunk to make the pain more
bearable.
"There’s nothing worse than
working on a drunk. When

you’re drunk, you bleed more
and the tattoo will scab more," he
says.
Dave MacDonald, a patron at
Tattoos R Us, was in the shop getting two tattoos, making a grand
total of 17.
"It’s just a little burning sensation," he says of the pain.
MacDonald, who got his first
tattoo at age 15 with a fake ID,
says he likes tattoos because of
the "attention and the image."
Tattoos can also be a symbol of
solidarity to a fraternity or a
sorority.
Administration of justice
major Kathy Eldridge got her tattoo two years ago. It consists of
her sorority letters, Kappa Delta,
and a rose.
"I don’t know why I got it. I’ve
just always wanted a tattoo, and I
wanted to get one that meant
something to me," she says.
Tattooing can take as little as
20 minutes to as long as eternity.
Deviwe says that for exceptionally large tattoos, people are
allowed to sit in a chair and have
them done for as long as they can
stand it.
Deviwe says some tattoos can
take more than 90 hours to complete, which involves visits to the
shop over the course of several
months.
Needle-phobes beware: the
process involves needles piercing
the top four layers of skin and
pushing ink into the fifth. After
the outline is complete, a cluster
of needles is used to color in the
design.
"They take about three weeks
to heal," says Scotty, a tattooist
for 13 years. Scotty says the tattoos scab over and to speed the
healing process, Neosporin is
applied to it. Vaseline is a no-no
because the petroleum draws the
ink out.
Scotty begs to differ with all
the hype that surrounds tattoos.
"It got popular a few years
ago, but it’s died down," he says.

Little G says tattoos aren’t for sunbathers who like to
douse on SPF 2 oil and fry like bacon. Tattoos can fade
in the sun, and a high SPF sunscreen is needed to protect them.
Bumper stickers around Scotty’s office
proclaim: "Warning! Tattoos are
addictive!"
"Look at how many people you see with just one
tattoo. And then look
at how many you
see with more
than one," he
says. "It’s a
legal
addiction."
MacDonald agrees.
"Most
people you
will
see
have more
than one,"
he says.
G
Little
says some of
the most popular tattoos consist
of tribal images,
celtic designs and
vibrant colors.
He says all tattooists have to have
some art ability to do
tattoos, as most designs
are done freehand. He
says the art of tattooing
is something that is commonly passed down
through people.
you’ve
had
When
enough of your tattoo,
laser
always
there’s
removal, which has to be
done by a doctor.
"But even with laser
removal, there will be a scar,"
Little G says. "If you’re not
sure, just don’t get it. I always
tell people to be positive."
Heather Hayes

Opposite page clockwise, Little G, part owner of Tattoos R Us, creates a tattoo on patron Dave
MacDonald. MacDonald, who likes tattooing for the "attention and the image," has a total of 17
tattoos.
Co-owners Man Deviwe and Little G sit in the entrance to their tattoo parlor. The room displays a
variety of tattoos a patron can choose from. The most popular tattoos include tribal images,
celtic designs and vibrant colors.
Poised to bear the pain, MacDonald receives the injection of ink into the skin on his back
According to Little G, the most painful part of the body to have tattooed is the ribcage.

Tattoos take about three weeks to heal. The tattoos
scab over and to speed the healing process,
Neosporin is applied to it.

Photographs by Ken Statham
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Cinco de Mayo
San Jose celebrates an historic day in Mexican history
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RIGHT: Richard Apricio
waits for his son to
come by with his middle
school band during the
Cinco de Mayo parade
Sunday in San Jose.

A drinking person’s bar!

Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

SIRENS

FREE Games of Pool
$4.00 Pitchers 64oz.
"WORK HARD
PLAY HARD"

127114:44\11)

Full Bar
Electronic Darts
Poe! Table
Now Pinball
"Tommy"
1620 Almaden Road
(near Alma Aven.2e)

289 -WORK

EAT ME!
This paper is biodigestable

Free Comedy...No Joke!

Please don’t eat this ad,
bring it to Knuckleheads Comedy Club
and receive free admission!

Call 998-HAHA
Knuckleheads Comedy Club
At San Jose Live -150 S. First Street
Mast be at least 21. Valid wireservations only.
Expires 5/30/94
NO DRINK MINIMUMS, NO HASSLES,
JUST GREAT COMEDY!
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Saturday’s events drew an estimated crowd of 150,000 people.

Celebration
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM: Adrian
Canpuzano participates in the
parade by himself to show his Mexican pride.

3 Flicks For $150-

Danny Hernandez of the Aztlan
Imperial car club pushes a 1965
Chevy Impala, which overheated
from driving in the parade too slow.

* Chopper Chicks In Zombie
Town
12:30, 8:15

* Ace Ventura Pet Detective
2:15, 800

* Mrs. Doubtfire

Rosanna Rodriguez, right, a nineyear-old from Hollister, was a participant in the parade and said that
she was bored.

4:00, 9:45

Mats Daily -Validated Parking
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Come Raise A yar At Paddy’s

Feliz Cinco de Mayo
On ’Tap at ’Paddy’s:
ja New Castle Brown Ale
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THUR5

DAY

AND THE LITTLE DOG TOO
The African American lacillt\
and Staff Association at SJS1.
along with the Evelyn T. Robinson Scholarship Fund, will present a special performance of
The Wiz," which they describe
as "The Super Soul Musical
’Wonderful Wizard of Oz’."
Directed by Buddy Butler,
choreographed by Janie Scott
and with vocal direction by
liaomi Butts-Bhanji, the program will be produced by the
SJSU theatre arts department. A
special reception will be held
for the Outstanding AfricanAmerican Alumni Award Presentation from 6:30 p.m. to 7:45
p.m. in Hugh Gillis Hall, Room
103. The show goes from 8 p.m.
to 10:30 p.m. at the University
Theatre on Fifth and San Fernando streets. Special fundraising admission is $20. Call
408/924-2529.

FRI

DAY

BROWN BAG THERAPY
11=K University will sponsor a
brown bag lecture on "Therapeutic Issues in Working With
Gay and Lesbian Clients." The
lunchtime lecture will consider
therapeutic issues involved in
working with gay and lesbian
clients and their families. Topics
include the continuum of sexuality, how the sexuality of the
therapist may affect the therapeutic relationship and what
therapeutic approaches are
best. Presenter Nicole Dubus,
I,CSW, teaches at UC Santa
Cruz and has a private practice
serving couples, individuals
and families. John F. Kennedy
University, South Bay Campus, 1
West Campbell Avenue, Room 72,
Campbell, $9 fee, noon to 1:30
p m , 408/379-9840.

SATU R(( DAY
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
Its 1905 in Czarist Russia and
we are in a tiny Jewish village

ETCETERA
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called Anatevka.
The spotlight
picks out a poor
dairyman named
Tevye who leads
his people into
the show’s first
rousing tune,
"Tradition." It is
the tradition of
how to eat. The
tradition of how
to mend and
wear clothes. Of how to pray.
The tradition of matchmakers
and marriages. Of a father and
his daughters. It is a tradition
that breaks tradition and
changes the lives of a people
forever. With such memorable
songs as "Matchmaker, Matchmaker," "If I Were a Rich Man"
and "Sunrise, Sunset," this is
one of the great all-time musicals in the history of the American theatre. San Jose Civic Light
Opera, 1717 Technology Dr., San
Jose, $26 to $40, 8:30 p.m.,
315/346-780A

ctiotoifs/

A LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE OIIIR TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

SUN

Treat Mom To Dutch
Downto
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4111
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SCOTT’S
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Seafood Grill & Bar
0
185 Park Avenue
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SEW WHAT TO DO SUNDAY
The American Museum of
Quilts and Textiles of San Jose
presents "Soft/Ware," a new
exhibit of quilts by Bay Area
artists Ann Carroll and Nina
Antze, who both use computer
technology to aid the design
process. Carroll, a San Francisco-based artist, is intrigued by
the challenge of portraying
optical illusions and threedimensional subjects on a twodimensional fabric surface. She
discovered that certain design
software programs helped her
achieve her visions with more
precision. Angze works in a
more traditional quilting style,
characterized by repeated geometric design, but she often
takes up contemporary topics
from popular culture, as
demonstrated in her quilts,
"Going to Graceland" and "(I
Want to Ride in) the Car Hank
Died in." American Museum of
Quilts and Textiles of San lose,
766 S. Second Street, San lose, $2
adults, $1.50 seniors and students,
members and children under 12
free, 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
408/971-0323.
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Open Sun., May 8,11:30 a
Call for ReserVations ot1M,

TTANNING SPECIALS-1
3 Tans
For Only
$10

1 Month
Unlimited For
Only $39

* $24(n Value

* Not valid with any other coupon

Spring Break
Tanning Studio
294-0800
I 10 Paseo De

SAN FERNANDO

12

I

’aseo De San AMomo

C7

San Antonio

SAN

CARLOS

II

OlitftkiiT
Specials:
I
I

1 0010 off

Won Ton Rice Stick
Soup
Won Ton Noodle Soup

Any Entree

Combination Crispy’
Fried Noodles
I
Chow Fun

NEW TING KEE
262 East Santa Clara St.
289-8688
from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM
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DAPS A
Exp 5-22-94

NOODLE
HOUSE

